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Abstract 

This paper examines the role of the market state in predicting asset pricing anomalies. 

We find that the sign, size, and significance of anomaly returns depend crucially on 

whether they follow a positive or negative market return. This is the case when we 

examine anomalies individually and when we aggregate them using a mispricing 

measure. We conjecture that the findings can be explained by market frictions for 

investors with short positions and behavioural biases for investors with long positions. 

Our hypothesis is supported by empirical evidence on short interest, liquidity, and fund 

flows. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Return anomalies garner a lot of interest in the asset pricing literature. A return anomaly 

generally represents a spread in expected return among firms with a varying underlying 

firm characteristic. As an example, the size anomaly stems from the empirical fact that 

small firms tend to outperform large firms. Accordingly, the return to a net-zero-cost (or 

high-minus-low, henceforth H-L) portfolio which is long a portfolio of small firms and 

short a portfolio of large firms is a representation of the size anomaly. Return anomalies 

matter as they explain variation in expected returns, above and beyond what is implied 

by the Capital Asset Pricing Model of Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965) and Black (1972), 

which posits returns vary exclusively with exposures to market risk. The source of return 

anomalies has been a topic of debate. Common explanations, detailed well in Wang et al. 

(2021), include compensation for systematic risk, firm mispricing (a less stringent term 

for market inefficiency) or data mining. Understanding the source of anomaly returns is 

critical in understanding and properly modeling capital markets.        

 

This paper examines the role of the market state in predicting asset pricing anomalies. 

We define a positive and negative market state as a period of positive and negative 

excess-return. We show that many of the well-known return anomalies vary widely in 

size, sign and significance depending on the preceding market state. The Fama-French 

(2015) five-factor model anomalies related to firm size, value, profitability, and 

investment are included. In addition, the beta anomaly as demonstrated in Frazzini et al. 

(2014) is included, as well as anomalies shown to be related to beta such as idiosyncratic 

volatility (Liu et al., 2018) and lottery demand (Bali et al., 2011), among others.    

 

We use the mispricing measure of Stambaugh et al. (2015) to assist in identifying and 

explaining the source of the common time-variation in the wide set of anomaly returns. 

The mispricing measure identifies firms with high or low expected returns as implied by 

an aggregation of firm anomaly rankings. In addition to the mispricing measure, we focus 

on firm variation in arbitrage risk (proxied by idiosyncratic volatility, henceforth IVOL), 

as prescribed by the arbitrage asymmetry model of Stambaugh et al. (2015), which 

describes well the empirical returns related to mispricing. Negative one-month ahead 

return momentum is identified, among firms with a high mispricing score and high IVOL 

(henceforth Overpriced/High IVOL firms), following negative market states. We show 

that anomaly returns load significantly on a portfolio comprised of these firms. As such, 

these firms are the channel through which anomaly returns display a common time-

variation with the preceding market state. We then provide the mechanisms which 

generate the momentum observed among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms. The 

mechanisms contributing to the observed abnormal returns are consistent with a 
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mispricing explanation. Concurrently, this identifies mispricing as the cause for the 

observed time-variation in anomaly returns.   

 

To demonstrate how anomaly returns vary with the preceding market state, we use 

tradeable one-month ahead anomaly returns (H-L portfolios that are long the top quintile 

portfolio and short the bottom quintile portfolio, sorting on the underlying firm 

characteristic). The size anomaly (ME) averages a risk-adjusted return of -0.64% following 

a positive market state and 0.42% following a negative market state. The beta anomaly 

(BETA) averages a risk-adjusted return of 0.12% following a positive market state and -

0.60% following a negative market state. We find a similar pattern with excess-returns, 

as well as with the larger set of anomaly returns. To study in aggregate the observed time 

variation in anomaly returns, the mispricing measure of Stambaugh et al. (2015) is used, 

with specific focus on portfolios sorted on mispricing and IVOL. The most overpriced-

high IVOL portfolio averages an insignificant one-month ahead risk-adjusted return of -

0.26% following a positive market state and a staggering significant -1.46% return 

following a negative market state. Put differently, after a negative market state abnormal 

returns are almost six times larger relative to periods after a positive market state. Next, 

we determine what generates the predictive ability of the market state on the 

Overpriced/High IVOL firms.       

 

We posit that there exists two distinct but complementary effects behind our findings. 

The first is the loosening of arbitrage capital, during negative market states, which 

contributes to the one-month ahead momentum among Overpriced/High IVOL firms. 

Specifically, during negative market states, these firms average a monthly excess-return 

of -7.03% and risk-adjusted return of -1.81%. Accordingly, the constraints on arbitrage 

capital, which hold short positions on these firms, loosen as position margin ratios 

improve (both from an increase in equity and a decrease in position size). We show that 

short interest ratios increase significantly for Overpriced/High IVOL firms following a 

negative market state. We then conjecture that a feedback effect among the short investors 

is taking place: prices drop, improved margin ratios for short investors lower arbitrage 

risk, these investors increase short positions in the future. The increased short positions 

create downward price pressure, contributing to the return momentum among 

Overpriced/High IVOL firms observed following negative market states. Ultimately, this 

mechanism infers that the loosening of capital constraints among short investors 

generates the return momentum.  

 

The second mechanism we identify as a contributor to the observed return momentum 

among Overpriced/High IVOL firms, following negative states, is a behavioural bias 

among long investors. Building again on the observed underperformance of 

Overpriced/High IVOL firms during negative markets, we identify a disposition effect 
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(Shefrin and Statman, 1985) among long investors which contributes to the observed 

return momentum. The disposition effect refers to the greater propensity of investors to 

hold stocks that have fallen in value rather than risen in value since purchase. We posit 

that when Overpriced/High IVOL firms perform poorly, during negative market states, 

a subset of investors are placed in a state of loss and refuse to sell, succumbing to the 

behavioural bias implied by the disposition effect. Grinblatt and Han (2005) suggest that 

the disposition effect causes prices to underreaction to information. In addition, Frazzini 

(2006) shows that such an effect generates return momentum. We argue that this is the 

case during negative market states among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms, 

contributing to the observed one-month ahead return momentum. We find a significant 

relation between innovations in aggregate liquidity and negative market states. We 

demonstrate that Amihud (2002) illiquidity is increasing in both mispricing and IVOL. 

Additionally, during negative market states it is the Overpriced/High IVOL firms which 

suffer the largest and most significant increases in illiquidity. These results lend support 

to the claim that Overpriced/High IVOL firm prices are most likely to underreact, 

contributing to the observed one-month ahead return momentum as implied by the 

disposition effect. We then show a significant negative relation between aggregate net 

exchanges of U.S. all equity mutual funds and preceding negative market states. This 

shows a negative market state predicts net selling in the next period, behaviour consistent 

with that of the disposition effect.  

 

Lastly, we show that the mispricing measure is very closely related, empirically, to the 

value-at-risk measure of Altigan et al. (2020) who find left-tail momentum in U.S. firms. 

Interestingly, the results of Altigan et al. (2020) are directly opposed to the theoretical 

predictions on left-tail risk. We first show that the arbitrage asymmetry model of 

Stambaugh et al. (2015) may serve as a better characterization of what is observed. In 

addition, we observe left-tail risk momentum exclusively following negative market 

states. The mechanisms described in our paper serve as an explanation of the results in 

Altigan et al. (2020) that are aligned with theoretical predictions.  

 

This paper introduces the predictive power of the market state in identifying spreads in 

anomaly returns. The mispricing literature characterizes well how mispricing influences 

return anomalies. What we identify is the important role of the market state in the returns 

related to mispricing. It is exclusively following negative market states, where the large 

ex-ante underperformance of the overpriced-difficult to arbitrage firms are observed. 

Concurrently, this is an important finding for anomaly returns which are affected greatly 

by this relation. Our results supplement the argument that a large component of 

anomalous returns are related to mispricing.     
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the 

cross-sectional data on U.S. stock returns and methodology. The empirical motivation for 

our work is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we use the mispricing measure and 

idiosyncratic volatility, a proxy for arbitrage risk, to identify which firms demonstrate 

return variation across market states. In Section 5, we identify mechanisms related to 

mispricing which contribute to the observed return variation.  In Section 6, we perform 

robustness checks of our main results for a variety of different specifications. We then 

conclude in Section 7. 

 

2 Data Description & Methodology 
 

2.1 Datasets 

Our empirical analysis of the cross-section of stock returns is based on all firms with 

common stock traded on the NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ exchanges (share codes of 10 

or 11 and exchange codes of 1, 2 or 3) with share prices above five dollars. All data 

reported are at a monthly frequency. The sample period ranges from August 1965 to 

January 2017. When a firm is delisted from an exchange during a given month, we add 

delisting returns provided by CRSP to avoid any delisting bias as discussed by Shumway 

(1997).   

 

To be included in month t, a firm must have all characteristics available in month t-1. We 

calculate firm correlation with market (COR), volatility (VOL) and market beta (BETA) 

as in Asness et. al (2020). Firm size (ME), book-to-market (BM), operating profitability 

(OP), and asset growth (INV) are measured as in Fama-French (2015). Idiosyncratic 

volatility (IVOL) is measured as in Ang et al. (2006). Momentum (MOM) is the cumulative 

return from month t-12 to t-2 as in Carhart (1997). Short-term reversal (STR) is the month 

t-1 return. Monthly MAX and the one-year MAX (M1) are the average of the five largest 

daily returns over the last month and the average of the twenty largest daily returns over 

the last year as in Bali et al. (2011) and Asness et al. (2020). Illiquidity (ILLIQ) is measured 

as in Amihud (2002). The Value-at-Risk measures at the 1 percent and 5 percent empirical 

threshold (VaR1 and VaR5) are measured as in Altigan et al. (2020). The mispricing 

measure of Stambaugh et al. (2015) is retrieved from and detailed on Robert Stambaugh’s 

website.  

 

Mutual fund flow data is from the Investment Company Institute (ICI). Warther (1995), 

Edwards and Zhang (1998), Fant (1999) and Ben-Raphael (2012) use the same data source. 

We use monthly aggregate flow data for U.S. all equity mutual funds, this includes net 

exchanges (exchanges in less exchanges out) and net sales (sales less redemptions), the 

sum representing net flows for U.S. equity mutual funds. All flow data is reported as a 
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proportion of aggregate funds size, i.e., month t flows are divided by net asset value in 

month t-1. The sample period for this data ranges from February 1984 to January 2017.1 

Short interest data is from COMPUSTAT, where the short interest ratio is the number of 

shares held short over shares outstanding. Short interest data is available mid-month 

starting in 1973. The bond yields to measure the term spread and default spread are 

obtained from the St. Louis Federal Reserve. The risk-free T-Bill return, and inflation data 

are obtained from CRSP. The sentiment index of Baker and Wurgler (2006) is retrieved 

from Jefferey Wurgler’s website. Innovations in the Aggregate U.S. market liquidity, as 

in Pastor and Stambaugh (2003), are from Robert Stambaugh’s website.  

 

2.2  Anomaly Inclusion 

 

The selection of anomalies to involve in our analysis is straightforward. As the market 

state is our conditioning variable of interest, the relation between expected returns and 

market beta is a natural starting point. We include all variables which have been shown 

to relate to market beta. Asness et al. (2020) provide an excellent summary of these 

variables; VOL, IVOL, MAX, M1 are all related to lottery demand from investors, with 

which beta covaries positively. COR is more foundationally related to market risk, with 

which beta also covaries positively. As discussed in more detail in later sections, ILLIQ 

and VaR1 are included as they relate to the mispricing relation examined. STR is an 

important anomaly as it is mechanically related to many of the lottery risk measures 

which are measured over the same period. Lastly, and importantly for practitioners, the 

five characteristics which comprise the five factors that are the relevant priced factors in 

the U.S. value weighted universe, with which NYSE breakpoints are used, are included 

because they describe much of the variation in the cross-section of expected returns. 

These five characteristics are ME, BM, OP, INV, and MOM. Time-series variation in the 

expected returns associated with these anomalies is very important in understanding the 

risk-return trade-off faced by investors. Accordingly, a more accurate characterization of 

a time-varying component in risk premia is something with very wide implications and 

applications for future research.    

 

2.3  Cross-Sectional Asset Pricing Models 

 

The cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with momentum included serves 

as the model used to calculate risk-adjusted returns. Specifically, this method requires an 

estimation of the cross-sectional factors each month, as in Fama-French (2020), factor 

estimates are then stacked to form a time-series of cross-sectional factor returns. This 

fosters an asset pricing model with prespecified time-varying portfolio factor loadings. 

 
1 Note that all flow data is released with a one-month delay. 
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This method has been shown to outperform alternative time-series factor models for a 

wide variety of well-known test assets. The main results are verified in Section 6 when 

alternatively calculating risk-adjusted returns with one of the leading time-series factor 

models, the Fama-French (2015) five-factor model with momentum added. 

 

2.4  Sub-Sample Measurements 

 

To measure performance in periods following a positive and negative market state, the 

variable of interest is regressed on two dummy variables identifying which state was 

observed last period. Importantly, we calculate Newey-West (1987) standard errors 

(using the default bandwidth) to properly adjust for heteroskedasticity and 

autocorrelation. For example, when fitting the Cross-Sectional model of Fama-French 

(2020), the resulting time-series of model errors, which serve as the risk-adjusted return 

(𝛼𝑡
𝐶𝑆), are fit in the following regression, 

 

𝛼𝑡
𝐶𝑆 = 𝛼𝑃𝑑𝑡,𝑟>0 + 𝛼𝑁𝑑𝑡,𝑟<0 + 𝜀𝑡 

 

where 𝑑𝑡,𝑟>0 is 1 when the market return in month t-1 was positive, and 0 otherwise. 𝑑𝑡,𝑟<0 

is constructed in the same manner as 𝑑𝑡,𝑟>0 when the market return in month t-1 is 

negative. The resulting estimates of 𝛼𝑃 and 𝛼𝑁 give the average portfolio alphas for the 

months following a positive market return and the months following a negative market 

return, as well as robust standard errors to evaluate significance.   

 

 

3 Market States and Anomalous Returns 
 

We begin by examining the expected return of the market portfolio. Panel B of Figure 1 

shows that a simple univariate regression of the market return on the lagged market 

return reveals a significant intercept and coefficient. The intercept represents 

unconditional expected return in excess of the riskless rate and can be interpreted as 

compensation for systematic risk. The significant coefficient on the lagged market can be 

interpreted as predictable time variation in the market return. Time variation in the 

market premium may be related to time variations in systematic risk. To control for this 

possibility, we include regression results with the addition of innovations in 

contemporaneous and lagged economic controls (inflation, the default spread, the term 

spread, the riskless rate, and the sentiment index of Baker and Wurgler (2006)) to proxy 

for possible changes in systematic risk through the time. The results are largely 

unchanged, so we contend that the persistence in the market return is not related to 

systematic risk compensation. Consequently, it is either due to the remaining two sources 

of return, which are related to mispricing or data mining.  
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We now break the sample into two periods, months following a positive or negative 

market excess-return. As the coefficient on the lagged market is positive and significantly 

different from zero, we expect the subsample following positive market states to provide 

an average excess-return that is higher relative to the subsample following negative 

market states. We now plot the rolling averages for each subsample, this exercise will 

reveal if market persistence is prevalent throughout our sample. If that is the case, we can 

rule out data mining as a source of this return, leaving mispricing as the only remaining 

explanation. Panel A of Figure 1 confirms that throughout our sample the 20-year rolling 

average excess-return for the market is higher following positive market states than 

negative market states. In fact, the average monthly excess-return on the market is 0.83% 

following a positive market state and 0.05% following a negative market state. The above 

findings establish that the market state influences next period’s market return. What is of 

interest to us for the remainder of this paper is to investigate how the market state affects 

the cross-section of expected returns. 

 

3.1  Market States and the Capital Asset Pricing Model 

 

To identify how the market state influences future expected returns we first study return 

anomalies, which account for a large amount of return variation in the U.S. cross section, 

as our variables of interest. As a useful introduction, we look at how the classical risk-

return trade-off of the Capital the Capital Asset Pricing model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964), 

Lintner (1965) and Black (1972) varies with the preceding market state. We form value 

weighted quintile portfolios, sorting firms each by their most recent ex-ante beta 

measurement, using NYSE firms only to determine portfolio breakpoints.  

 

In the leftmost figure in Panel A of Figure 2, we plot the mean one-month ahead excess-

returns on the full sample portfolio CAPM betas. As is well known, the unconditional 

relation between beta and expected returns is flat. However, returns to the beta quintile 

portfolios following positive and negative market states vary widely. The rightmost 

figure in Panel A of Figure 2 plots average portfolio excess-returns on full sample market 

beta following positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) market states. Panel B plots 

risk-adjusted returns for the same portfolios, using the cross-sectional factor model of 

Fama-French (2020) with momentum included. Following a positive market state, the 

risk-return trade off is relatively flat, both on an unadjusted and risk-adjusted basis. In 

contrast, following a negative market state, the risk-return trade off is negative and steep, 

both on an unadjusted and risk-adjusted basis. Just as the market state influences next 

periods market return, expected returns are also affected which we identify when sorting 

on market beta. We now add additional anomalies, for a more comprehensive view of 

how expected returns vary with the market state, such as: the components of beta and 
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other firm characteristics linked to the beta anomaly. Also, we include additional factors 

to study which have been identified as the relevant priced factors in the U.S. cross section.     

 

3.2  Market States and Return Anomalies 

 

We use quintile portfolios sorted on firm characteristics linked to well documented return 

anomalies to examine in a simple and comprehensive manner how expected returns are 

influenced following the two distinct market states. We find that the spreads in 

performance related to a wide array of anomalies vary widely with the preceding market 

state. Interestingly, the spread in returns among some of the anomaly portfolios even lose 

significance and flip sign with the preceding market state, for both unadjusted and risk-

adjusted returns.   

 

Table 1 reports the mean one-month ahead excess-returns for quintile portfolios that are 

sorted according to each of the variables of interest in the same format as the portfolios 

sorted on BETA in Figure 2. Additionally, we report the performance of the H-L portfolio 

which is equally long the high quintile portfolio and short the low quintile portfolio. 

What is striking is that the relation between most characteristics and expected returns 

either weakens or reverses depending on the preceding market state. For example, In 

Panel A, the full sample relation between ME and expected future returns is monotonic 

and negative with a significant excess-return of -0.41% on the H-L portfolio. However, in 

Panel B, the relation is negative only following a positive market state, averaging a 

significant -1.09% excess-return. Whereas, in Panel C, following a negative market state, 

the relation becomes positive, and the H-L portfolio averages a significant 0.55% excess-

return. Additionally, as depicted in Figure 2 for BETA, a positive (negative) relation is 

observed following a positive (negative) market state, with the H-L portfolio averaging 

excess-returns of 0.21% (-0.77%). Similarly, for IVOL, a positive (negative) relation is 

observed following a positive (negative) market state, with the H-L portfolio averaging 

excess-returns of 0.49% (-0.88%). We next consider how the market state influences risk-

adjusted returns.  

 

Table 2 reports the mean one-month ahead risk-adjusted returns for the portfolios in 

Table 1. Returns are fitted on the cross-sectional model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included, where the pricing errors from the model are interpreted as the risk-

adjusted return. Consistent with excess-returns, the difference in risk-adjusted returns 

across quintile portfolios vary when conditioning on the preceding market state. The full 

sample relation, in Panel A, between ME and expected future returns remains monotonic 

and negative, with the H-L portfolio averaging a risk-adjusted return of -0.18%. However, 

in Panel B (Panel C), the relation between ME and risk-adjusted returns is negative 

(positive) following a positive (negative) market state. Specifically, the H-L portfolio 
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averages a risk-adjusted return of -0.64% (0.42%) following positive (negative) market 

states. Similarly with BETA, the H-L portfolio averages a risk-adjusted return of 0.12% (-

0.60%) following positive (negative) market states and the risk-adjusted return is 

significant only following a negative market state. Interestingly, the relation between 

IVOL and risk-adjusted returns following a positive market is flat, while the negative 

relation is maintained following a negative market. The H-L portfolio averages a risk-

adjusted return of -0.65% following negative market states.  

 

What we observe appears to be a time-varying component in anomaly returns that is 

market state dependent. Wang et al. (2021) find time-series momentum in anomaly 

returns. They relate their findings to behavioural explanations. Specifically, they show 

that mispricing can persist where there are limits to and costly arbitrage. We aim to 

identify the driving forces behind the predictive power that the market state has on 

anomaly returns. To aid our study, we narrow our focus to the single mispricing measure 

of Stambaugh et al. (2015), that is designed to identify relative mispricing in the cross-

section.    

 

3.3  Market States and The Mispricing Anomaly 

 

For the remainder of this paper, the main tool of analysis is the mispricing measure of 

Stambaugh et al. (2015). This measure represents a firm’s average percentile ranking 

across a set of 11 anomaly variables that have been documented in the literature to 

abnormal performance. As detailed in Stambaugh et al. (2015), each anomaly is related to 

a firm characteristic that is believed to be important to investors. Accordingly, firms that 

rank well (poorly) for a specific characteristic are valued by investors more (less), their 

prices are bid up (down), and expected future returns are low (high).2 The mispricing 

measure combines the relative rankings of a firm along 11 anomalies, to determine which 

firms are most likely to be relatively mispriced in the cross-section. Consequently, the 

average mispricing score serves as a noise reduced proxy of these firm rankings. For each 

characteristic, the mispricing score is increasing in the direction that predicts lower 

expected future returns. For example, the percentile ranking is increasing with INV due 

to the negative premium associated with higher levels of INV. As such, a high (low) 

mispricing measure implies a firm is likely to be overpriced (underpriced) relative to the 

cross-section.  

 

Table 3 demonstrates how the mispricing measure is an effective proxy for identifying 

spreads in the firm characteristics we study in this paper. We report quintile portfolios 

 
2 For example: asset growth (INV), is revered as a positive firm trait, and so firms with relatively high (low) 
asset growth have their prices bid up (down), resulting in lower (higher) future expected returns. This is 
consistent with the negative INV premium that is observed in the U.S. cross-section.      
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sorted by the mispricing measure in the same format as the previous Tables. Panel A 

reports quintile excess-returns and risk-adjusted returns for the full sample, and periods 

following positive and negative market states. As expected, overpriced firms 

underperform relative to underpriced firms, both for excess-returns and risk-adjusted 

returns. The return to the H-L mispricing portfolio is large and significant, averaging an 

excess-return (risk-adjusted return) of -0.53% (-0.30%) with a Newey-West (1987) t-

statistic of -3.82 (-3.64). Consistent with our previous results, there is a large difference in 

performance for the H-L portfolio following depending on the preceding market state. 

The excess-return is insignificant (significant) following a positive (negative) market 

state, averaging -0.10% (-1.14%) with a Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -0.62 (-5.45). In 

addition, the risk-adjusted return averages -0.15% (-0.51%) following a positive (negative) 

market state, with a Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -1.46 (-3.80).   

 

Panel B of Table 3 reports the portfolio value weighted characteristics of the quintile 

portfolios sorted on the mispricing measure. We confirm a monotonic relation between 

mispricing and all the characteristics we analyze, except for STR and COR. Specifically, 

mispricing and BETA are positively associated, with a significant difference of 0.11 in 

BETA between the high mispricing quintile and the low mispricing quintile. One of the 

strongest relations in terms of significance is between mispricing and IVOL, with a 

difference of 0.42% (t-statistic of 12.53) in IVOL between the high mispricing quintile and 

low mispricing quintile. Note that among our anomaly set, MOM and INV included in 

the 11 anomalies comprising the mispricing measure, so their monotonic relation with 

mispricing is by design.        

 

We have identified the mispricing measure is very effective in identifying spreads in firm 

characteristics related to all the anomalies we consider (except for STR and COR). In 

addition, the mispricing measure identifies large significant spreads in unadjusted and 

risk-adjusted performance. Interestingly, this significant spreads in performance appear 

to be exclusively following negative market states. This motivates the use of the 

mispricing measure as a focal point for the remainder of the paper, as it appears to be an 

ideal candidate to study the time variation in anomaly returns in the cross-section of U.S. 

stock returns.    

 

 

4 Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk  
 

4.1  The Arbitrage Asymmetry Model of Stambaugh et al. (2015) 

 

The mispricing measure of Stambaugh et al. (2015) is related to many of the characteristics 

we study, and the returns to mispricing quintile portfolios vary with the preceding 
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market state. We now introduce the main insights from the arbitrage asymmetry model 

of Stambaugh et al. (2015) for two reasons. The first reason is to align our study with a 

theoretical framework. The second reason is because this model best describes the 

observed relationship between mispricing and expected returns.  

 

The arbitrage asymmetry model introduces two key mechanisms. The first is IVOL, 

which represents risk that deters arbitrage and resulting corrections of mispricing by 

arbitrageurs. The second is arbitrage asymmetry, which refers to the general idea that 

arbitrage capital will hold long positions in underpriced firms but are reluctant and/or 

unable to hold short positions in overpriced firms. In combining the effects of arbitrage 

risk and arbitrage asymmetry the observed negative relation between IVOL and expected 

return is characterized well as follows. Among overpriced (underpriced) stocks, the IVOL 

effect is negative (positive), those with the highest IVOL should be the most overpriced 

(underpriced). Arbitrage should then eliminate more underpricing than overpricing, as 

there is more capital devoted to long positions compared to short positions implied by 

arbitrage asymmetry. Therefore, in aggregating the IVOL effect (across all firms both 

underpriced and overpriced), the negative IVOL effect should dominate the positive 

IVOL effect.  This model motivates the main double sorted portfolios used for the rest of 

the paper, which vary levels of the mispricing measure and IVOL. The former serving as 

a proxy for relative mispricing and the latter serving as a proxy for arbitrage risk.   

 

4.2  Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk 

 

For our main results, we focus on portfolios that are conditionally sorted on the 

mispricing measure and IVOL. Stambaugh et al. (2015) show that overpriced firms have 

higher IVOL relative to the remainder of the U.S. cross section. This results in unbalanced 

portfolios when IVOL and mispricing are independently double sorted. Therefore, we 

use conditional sorting to separate firms by IVOL within each mispricing quintile to have 

portfolios that are more balanced in terms of firms. Ultimately, the goal of this sorting 

method is to identify firms which are mispriced and difficult to arbitrage, as these are the 

firms with which mispricing may persist, creating abnormal expected returns. Each 

month, portfolios are constructed by first sorting firms by the mispricing measure into 

quintiles. Next, within each mispricing quintile, firms are sorted into quintiles based on 

IVOL to create 25 conditionally sorted portfolios. As before, portfolio breakpoints are 

formed using NYSE firms only.  

 

Panel A of Table 4 reports one-month ahead mean risk-adjusted returns for each of the 

25 portfolios. We see evidence consistent with the role of arbitrage risk in mispricing as 

identified by Stambaugh et al. (2015). The spread in risk-adjusted return between the 

most overpriced and most underpriced portfolios are negative and decreasing 
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monotonically in IVOL, ranging from a significant monthly spread of -0.78% for the high 

IVOL firms to an insignificant monthly spread of 0.05% for the low IVOL firms. What is 

most exceptional is the large underperformance of the highest IVOL-most overpriced 

portfolio, averaging -0.76% per month with a Newey-West (1987) t-stat of -5.35. The 

empirical results align with the findings in Stambaugh et al. (2015), who argue that the 

combined roles of volatility and shorting impediments imply that high IVOL stocks are 

more likely to be overpriced. We now wish to examine how these portfolios load on our 

variable of interest, the market return in the previous month. 

 

Panel B of Table 4 reports portfolio loadings on the lagged market return. We regress the 

portfolio risk-adjusted returns on the contemporaneous and lagged market return as well 

as a set of contemporaneous and lagged economic controls. We use innovations in the 

inflation rate, the default spread, the term spread, the risk-free rate and the sentiment 

index of Baker and Wurgler (2006) as our economic controls. The factors in the cross-

section factor model are excluded due to their inclusion in the risk-adjusted return. Panel 

B of Table 4 provides the beta estimate of each portfolio on the lagged market return as 

well as the Newey-West (1987) t-statistic. There is a significant positive relation between 

the risk-adjusted return of the most overpriced-highest IVOL portfolio and the lagged 

market return, with a coefficient of 0.14 and a Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of 4.52. There 

are no other portfolios with a significant positive loading on the lagged market. The firms 

comprising this portfolio we will refer to as Overpriced/High IVOL firms, given the 

relation they show with the preceding market state they serve as the focal point of our 

findings. 

 

4.3  Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk Following Different Market States 

 

We now wish to study how the underperformance of the Overpriced/High IVOL firms 

are related to the preceding market state. This is our main result; we find that the 

abnormal performance surrounding mispricing and IVOL depends largely on the 

preceding market state. Specifically, following a negative market state, the relation 

between risk-adjusted returns and both IVOL and mispricing is large and significant. In 

contrast, following a positive market state, the relation becomes weaker and mostly loses 

significance.   

 

Table 5 reports the one-month ahead risk-adjusted return for the portfolios in Table 4 

which are conditionally sorted on mispricing and IVOL. Panel A reports risk-adjusted 

returns following a positive market state, Panel B reports risk-adjusted returns following 

a negative market state. The mean one-month ahead risk-adjusted return of the highest 

IVOL-most overpriced portfolio, following a positive market state, is -0.26% with a 

Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -1.51. The same portfolio averages a substantial -1.46% 
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return, following a negative market state, with a Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -7.09. 

Put differently, following a negative market state, Overpriced/High IVOL firms average 

a risk-adjusted return almost six times the size of the risk-adjusted return following a 

positive state. This difference in performance is just as pronounced in the spreads; both 

between the highest and lowest IVOL firms within the most overpriced ranking 

(averaging -0.24% following a positive market state and -1.07% following a negative 

market state), and the most overpriced and most underpriced firms within the highest 

IVOL ranking (averaging -0.25% following a positive market state and -1.29% following 

a negative market state). The predictive ability of the market state among the 

Overpriced/High IVOL firms is consistent with the portfolio loadings on the lagged 

market return in Table 4.       

 

 

5 What Happens During Negative Market States? 

 

Section 4 identifies a relation between the market state and the one-month ahead 

performance of Overpriced/High IVOL firms. We now turn our attention to the 

mechanisms which can explain this phenomenon. We begin with observing what 

happens to firms during different market states.   

 

5.1  Returns During Different Market States  

 

We show that during a negative market state, Overpriced/High IVOL firms 

underperform on both a risk-adjusted and unadjusted basis. Table 6 reports the one-

month ahead risk-adjusted return for the portfolios conditionally sorted on mispricing 

and IVOL, as in Table 4. Panel A reports the risk-adjusted returns during a positive 

market state, whereas Panel B reports risk-adjusted returns during a negative market 

state. During positive market states, the mean monthly risk-adjusted return of the most 

overpriced-high IVOL portfolio is -0.01%, whereas during negative market states, the 

same portfolio averages a risk-adjusted return of -1.81% with a Newey-West (1987) t-

statistic of -8.23. In addition, the difference in risk-adjusted return between the highest 

and lowest IVOL portfolios within the most overpriced ranking is 0.40% and -2.41% 

during positive and negative market states. Also, the mean difference in risk-adjusted 

return between the most overpriced and the most underpriced portfolios within the 

highest IVOL ranking is -0.35% and -1.39% during positive and negative market states. 

To summarize, performance during negative market states, with portfolios which vary in 

mispricing and IVOL, is consistent with price correction.     

 

Panel C of Table 6 reports the portfolio average excess-return during a negative market 

state. Similarly, to risk-adjusted returns in Panel B, the relation overpricing and IVOL 
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have with excess-returns is monotonic and negative during a negative market state. The 

relation however is much larger in terms of magnitude and significance. The most 

overpriced-high IVOL portfolio averages an excess-return of -7.03% (Newey-West (1987) 

t-statistic of -14.05) during a negative market state. What is the effect of these price 

movements on investors who are short the Overpriced/High IVOL firms? 

 

Let us first introduce one manifestation of arbitrage risk as demonstrated with the model 

of Stambaugh et al. (2015). Adverse price moves can require additional capital to 

maintain positions that involve shorting or leverage. To see this, we look at a position’s 

margin ratio, 

 

𝑚 =
𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
  ,  

 

which must sit above a threshold floor maintenance margin ratio. Arbitrage risk for a 

short position in this context can refer to the risk of a large price increase which would 

move the margin ratio below the maintenance ratio. This situation would require 

additional funding from the investor and/or the closing out of the short position. Back to 

the question, what is the effect of the large price decreases, during negative market states, 

on investors who are short the Overpriced/High IVOL firms? A large increase in the 

margin ratio. The increase coming from both an increase in the equity (numerator) and a 

decrease in the position size (denominator). This serves to increase the cushion these 

investors have between the current margin ratio and the maintenance level. Therefore, 

following a negative market state, investors who are short Overpriced/High IVOL firms 

are less constrained (higher equity and a smaller position size). As such, we posit short 

positions should increase as a result. This is because, as shown by Stambaugh et al. (2015), 

an increase in the cushion between the margin ratio and the maintenance level reduces 

the future likelihood of a margin call, all else equal, as such arbitrage risk has lowered.  

As short interest increases into the future, negative price pressure is created. The notion 

here is a feedback effect between prices and short interest, which generates return 

momentum among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms, following a negative market state. 

This refers to a loosening of arbitrage capital (arbitrage capital held short) associated with 

negative market states. We now turn to short interest data to verify these claims.  

 

5.2  Short Interest Following Different Market States 

 

Here we see if short interest data is aligned with our predictions above. Panel A of Table 

7 reports the average short interest ratio, in percent, for the conditionally sorted portfolios 

which vary in mispricing and IVOL as in the previous Tables. We first note the positive 

monotonic relation mispricing and IVOL have with short interest ratios as identified in 
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Stambaugh et al. (2015). The spreads in the short interest between the highest IVOL and 

lowest IVOL portfolios (most overpriced and most underpriced portfolios) are all 

significant and increasing monotonically with the mispricing ranking (IVOL ranking). 

We note that the Overpriced/High IVOL firms represent the group with the highest 

concentration of short interest. What we are interested in is how the short interest ratios 

change when conditioning on the preceding market state.3  

 

Panel B (Panel C) of Table 7 provides the value weighted changes in firm short interest 

ratios following a positive market state (negative market state) for the double sorted 

portfolios. The average change in short interest of the highest IVOL-most overpriced 

portfolio is 0.01% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of 0.70) during a positive market state, 

whereas during a negative market state the same portfolio the change in short interest is 

significant, averaging 0.08% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of 3.38). These results are 

aligned with our conjecture that, following a negative market state, arbitrage capital that 

is short the Overpriced/High IVOL firms are less constrained and short interest 

subsequently increases. At the firm level, these results are aligned with our position that 

changes in short interest contribute to the underperformance of Overpriced/High IVOL 

following negative market states. We now provide evidence that a similar relation holds 

on an aggregate basis.  

 

We create a value weighted index to measure aggregate innovations in short interest 

ratios. We regress the index on a set of contemporaneous and lagged economic controls 

for months t-1 and t-2 and the contemporaneous and lagged market return for months t-

1 and t-2. Innovations in the aggregate short index load significantly on both lagged 

market returns for the period t-2 and t-1, with coefficients of -0.002 and -0.005, and 

Newey-West (1987) t-statistics of -2.86 and -6.32. These results support a predictability in 

short interest that is significant at the aggregate level.  

 

We have provided a mechanism contributing to the momentum among 

Overpriced/High IVOL firms following a negative market state, which is supported by 

firm level and aggregate data. This argument is concerned with the loosening of arbitrage 

capital among short investors. 

 

 

 

 
3 We must be careful when evaluating changes in short interest, as data is reported mid-month, as such 
the change in short interest from month t-1 to t runs contemporaneously with half of the market returns 
in periods t-1 and t. To avoid this issue and properly evaluate the predictability of the market state we 
report changes in short interest from month t-1 to t conditioning on the market state in month t-2. Results 
are stronger and qualitatively similar when conditioning on month t-1 and are available upon request. 
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5.3  The Disposition Effect  

 

It is of interest to see if investors who hold long positions also contribute to the empirical 

relation we find among Overpriced/High IVOL following negative market states. The 

disposition effect of Shefrin and Statman (1985) may another contributor to the observed 

return momentum. The disposition effect refers to a lesser propensity of investors to sell 

stocks that have fallen in value since purchase, and vice versa. The notion of this effect 

stems from prospect theory introduced by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) which posits 

that investors make decisions not on expected outcomes, but on the losses and gains on 

their portfolios. Grinblatt and Han (2005) argue that the cause of price underreaction may 

be the disposition effect. In addition, Frazzini (2006) shows that such an effect generates 

return momentum.  

 

We posit that this is the case during negative market states among the Overpriced/High 

IVOL firms. As it is the Overpriced/High IVOL firms which suffer the largest price 

decreases during negative market states, a subset of long investors are then likely placed 

in a state of loss. The disposition effect then implies that these investors would then refuse 

to sell. Figure 3 demonstrates this effect as presented by Frazzini (2006). An investor, who 

maximizes expected utility period-to-period, will hold her long position when facing the 

opportunity to sell now, at a loss, or hold into the next period (where the initial loss is 

returned or double the loss is suffered with equal probability). We posit that this effect 

may inhibit price discovery during periods of negative market returns (as described in 

Grinblatt and Han, 2005), for the firms with which investors are likely sitting on large 

losses i.e., Overpriced/High IVOL firms. Finally, as shown in Frazzini (2006), initial price 

underreaction would foster one-month ahead return momentum (the completion of price 

discovery). To support this claim, we now turn to the role of liquidity in during different 

market states.   

 

5.4  Market States and Innovations in Aggregate Liquidity 

 

We now examine the relation between the market state and aggregate liquidity. We use 

innovations in Aggregate U.S. market liquidity, as in Pastor and Stambaugh (2003), as 

our proxy for changes in liquidity in the U.S. market. In Table 8, we regress liquidity on 

a set of contemporaneous and lagged economic controls, as well as the contemporaneous 

and lagged market return divided, using dummy variables, into periods of positive and 

negative market states4. The use of the dummy variables is critical to examine if the 

relation between the market and liquidity varies with the market state. The loading on 

 
4 we use absolute returns in the negative market states for ease of interpretation 
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the contemporaneous market return during positive market states is 0.01 (Newey-West 

(1987) t-statistic of 0.06). In contrast, the loading during negative market states is -0.77 

(Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -8.98). Obviously, the market return during negative 

market states has large significant negative effects on aggregate liquidity. In contrast, 

there appears to be no relation between the market return and aggregate liquidity during 

positive market states. These results support the notion that inhibited price discovery is 

possible during negative market states. These results are also aligned with Wang et al. 

(2021) who show that behavioral explanations predict that anomaly momentum should 

be negatively related with market liquidity.  We next study liquidity shocks at the firm 

level.   

 

5.5  Liquidity Shocks in Different Market States 

 

We inquire now into the matter of how firm liquidity levels differ among the mispricing 

and IVOL portfolios, and into which firms experience the most severe liquidity shocks 

during negative market periods. Table 9 utilizes the Amihud (2002) measure of illiquidity 

to measure individual firm liquidity.  

 

Panel A of Table 9 reports the value weighted average illiquidity levels of the double 

sorted portfolios over the full sample. We find that liquidity falls as firm mispricing or 

IVOL increase. The illiquidity measure of the highest IVOL-most overpriced portfolio is 

0.27, which is the largest measure of the 25 portfolios. In addition, we observe large 

differences in illiquidity across the mispricing and IVOL portfolios. Overpriced/High 

IVOL firms tend to be the most illiquid firms, as such any market frictions (i.e., a negative 

market state) that may cause further illiquidity in the market should adversely affect 

these firms the most.  

 

Panel B and Panel C of Table 9 provide the value weighted average changes in the 

portfolio illiquidity measure following a positive market state and a negative market 

state. The average change in illiquidity of the highest IVOL-most overpriced portfolio is 

-0.016 (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -2.77) during positive market states, whereas 

during negative market states, the same portfolio averages an illiquidity increase of 0.036 

(Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of 5.29).  We have identified Overpriced/High IVOL firms 

as the least liquid firms. Accordingly, they are the most susceptible to any market 

frictions that may inhibit price discovery. Further, during a negative market state, these 

are the firms adversely effected with the largest decreases in liquidity. The results 

presented demonstrate that the Overpriced/High IVOL firms are most susceptible to the 

initial price underreaction and subsequent price momentum that is implied by a 

disposition effect. In other words, we posit that a lack of willingness of investors to sell 
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the underperforming Overpriced/High IVOL firms in a negative market state inhibits 

price discovery and contributes to the observed one-month ahead return momentum.  

 

5.6  Market Returns and Mutual Fund Flows 

 

We now turn to aggregate U.S. all equity mutual fund data to see if the disposition effect 

is supported by mutual fund investors. The variable of interest is net exchanges 

(exchanges in less exchanges out). We regress net exchanges on the set of 

contemporaneous and lagged economic control variables as well as the contemporaneous 

and lagged market return divided into positive and negative market states as in Table 8. 

First, we note the large significant loading of net exchanges on the market state, net flows 

have a very strong positive relationship with contemporaneous market returns (this is 

well documented by Warther (1995), Edwards and Zhang (1998), Fant (1999) and Ben-

Raphael (2012)). The main result is the difference between the coefficient on the lagged 

market return in positive and negative market states. The loading of net exchanges on 

lagged positive market states is insignificant, whereas the coefficient on lagged negative 

periods is significant with a Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -2.07.5  

 

We have shown that flows display momentum following a negative market state. In other 

words, there is selling during a negative state, but the selling continues into the next 

period. Therefore, the downward persistence of net exchanges following a negative 

market state ought to have a negative effect on one-month ahead returns (given the well-

established positive relation between net exchanges and returns). In contrast, there 

appears to be no relation between the lagged positive market return and flows. This result 

is consistent with the disposition effect, that a subset of investors prefer to hold during 

negative market states, and then proceed to sell in the future generating return 

momentum.  

 

5.7  Mispricing and Left-tail Momentum  

 

Altigan et al. (2020) investigate the relation between left-tail risk and the cross-section of 

expected stock returns. They present theory that predicts that investors ought to pay 

lower prices to hold stocks with high left-tail risk, and as such expected returns are high. 

However, a negative relation between left-tail risk and expected stock returns is 

observed. A behavioral explanation for this anomaly is provided, based on underreaction 

behavior of individual investors. They argue that investors may overprice securities with 

high left-risk, and as such returns in the left-tail of the empirical return distribution will 

persist into the future causing left-tail return momentum. Interestingly, limited arbitrage 

 
5 The lagged negative market state loads on net sales and net flows significantly also, results are available 
upon request. 
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is identified as a potential explanation, as their anomaly is more pronounced among 

stocks that are costlier to arbitrage. It is of interest to see the extent to which the portfolios 

that vary in mispricing and IVOL are related to left-tail risk, as Overpriced/High IVOL 

firms are the worst performing firms and thus likely have above average left-tail risk.  

 

Table 11 reports on how the main variable in Altigan et al. (2020), the Value-at-Risk at 1% 

(VaR1) measure, varies across the portfolios we analyze. Panel A reports the average 

value weighted VaR1 measure for the double sorted portfolios in Table 4, which are 

sorted conditionally on mispricing and IVOL. We find that left-tail risk, as proxied by 

VaR1, is closely related to mispricing and IVOL. The VaR1 measure of the most 

overpriced-high IVOL portfolio is 8.41, which is the largest measure of all portfolios. The 

difference in left-tail risk is significant between the highest and the lowest IVOL 

portfolios within the most overpriced ranking, averaging 4.39. Additionally, the 

difference in left-tail risk is significant between the most overpriced and the most 

underpriced portfolio within the highest IVOL ranking, averaging 2.47. The IVOL 

relation is aligned with the findings of Altigan et al. (2020) who find that left-tail risk and 

limited arbitrage are closely related. A unique insight we provide in Panel A is that 

overpriced firms are more susceptible to large adverse price movements. Put differently, 

the firms most valued by investors, as identified by the mispricing measure, have the 

largest empirical left-tails. The next question we investigate is how left-tail risk is related 

to the market state.   

 

Panels B and C of Table 11 report the value weighted changes in firm VaR1 measures 

following a positive and negative market return. What we observe is that left-tail events 

at the firm level are more likely to occur during negative market states. The average 

change in VaR1 of the highest IVOL-most overpriced portfolio is 0.09% (Newey-West 

(1987) t-statistic of 3.65) during a positive market state, whereas during a negative market 

state, the same portfolio averages a significant change of 0.38% (Newey-West (1987) t-

statistic of 6.27). Panel D shows on aggregate how the VaR measures, VaR1 and VaR5, 

change during the two distinct market states. Both the VaR1 and VaR5 measures increase 

for a larger portion of firms (both equal weighted and value weighted) during negative 

market states compared to positive market states. This result is important as Altigan et 

al. (2020) find strong empirical support for the left-tail risk anomaly when sorting stocks 

based on an increase in the VaR1 measure of the last two-month period. Additionally, 

double sorted portfolios on VaR1 and IVOL perform qualitatively the same as portfolios 

sorted on mispricing and IVOL when conditioning on the preceding market state (as in 

Table 5). In other words, it is exclusively following a negative market state where most 
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of the variation in the abnormal ex-ante performance associated with left-tail momentum 

are observed.6 

 

We have shown on average that it is the overpriced firms who suffer the largest losses, 

which creates a close alignment between mispricing and empirical left-tails. Additionally, 

most large losses in the cross-section are experienced during negative market states. The 

mechanisms we identify, loosening arbitrage capital and the disposition effect, can serve 

as alternative explanations to the findings identified by Altigan et al. (2020) which are not 

opposed to what is predicted by economic theory. Importantly, as we have identified ex-

ante when the underperformance is significant among Overpriced/High IVOL firms, we 

have identified when left tail-risk is significant, namely after negative market states.  

 

5.8  Performance Beyond One-Month Ahead Returns 

 

We have identified one-month ahead return momentum among the Overpriced/High 

IVOL firms following a negative market state. The loosening of arbitrage capital among 

short investors and a disposition effect among long investors have been demonstrated as 

mechanisms contributing to this momentum. The nature of these mechanisms are 

transitory, so we expect firm performance to revert to the full sample mean at some point 

into the future. Figure 4 plots the average risk-adjusted return of the most overpriced-

high IVOL portfolio for months 1 to 12 following a negative market state. We find that 

the underperformance of the Overpriced/High IVOL firms persist one-month ahead 

exclusively. After which, the returns revert roughly to the full sample mean for the 

remaining 11 months. Table 12 gives a simple summary of average most overpriced-high 

IVOL portfolio performance and characteristics for the short term (2 to 12 months ahead) 

and long term (13 to 60 months ahead). The Overpriced/High IVOL firms remain 

overpriced into the long-term, however IVOL reverts towards the average among the 

most overpriced firms (averaging 2.59 and 2.23 for months t+2 to t+12 and months t+13 

to t+60 compared to a full sample average of 1.59 among the most overpriced quintile). 

This explains why the average underperformance of the most overpriced-high IVOL 

portfolio is significant in months t+2 to t+12, as these firms remain difficult to arbitrage, 

due to above average IVOL, relative to the other overpriced firms. In contrast, average 

risk-adjusted returns from months t+13 to t+60 are no longer significant. This appears to 

be the case because these firms become easier to arbitrage, as IVOL moves toward the 

average for the overpriced firms. In summary, we identify momentum in the overpriced 

high IVOL firms solely for the one-month ahead period. This is further support for the 

mechanisms we claim contribute to the relation between the market state and the one-

month ahead return momentum among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms.  

 
6 These results are available upon request. 
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5.9  Anomaly Exposure to The Most Overpriced-Highest IVOL Firms 

 

We now study how anomaly returns, constructed using the Fama-French methodology, 

vary with the preceding market state. We also want insight into how these returns are 

related to the Overpriced/High IVOL firms. This will help determine if the anomalies are 

affected by the return momentum driven by the preceding market state. As stated earlier, 

we construct all anomalies based on the Fama–French methodology. Each anomaly is 

formed by sorting independently on size and the underlying characteristic to create value 

weighted portfolios. For size, firms are broken into the big or small category using the 

median NYSE firm ME as the breakpoint. For the underlying characteristic, firms have 

high or low rankings if their measure is above the 70th NYSE percentile or below the 30th 

NYSE percentile. Two value weighted portfolios are formed using the intersection of big 

firms with high and low rankings. Two additional value weighted portfolios are formed 

using the intersection of small firms with high and low rankings. The anomaly return is 

then, 

 

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 =
𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ+𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ

2
  −   

𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝐿𝑜𝑤+𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑤

2
, 

 

representing a net-zero cost portfolio which is long firms with high exposure to the 

underlying characteristic and short firms with low exposure to the underlying 

characteristic, while controlling for potential size effects. We set the long and short legs 

of each anomaly to make each return positive for simplicity, except for COR, to remain 

consistent with the Betting-Against-Correlation factor of Asness et al. (2020). The size 

factor related to ME is constructed differently, as in Fama-French (2015).  

 

Table 13 reports the mean one-month ahead risk-adjusted returns for the anomalies, built 

using the Fama-French methodology, as well as the long and short legs of each anomaly. 

Consistent with our findings with the anomaly quintile portfolios, the difference in risk-

adjusted anomaly returns vary when conditioning on the preceding market state in 

Panels B and C. This is true for the return anomalies, as well as the long and short legs. 

Panel D reports how each anomaly loads on the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio. 

We regress the anomaly alphas on the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio alpha as well 

as a set of contemporaneous and lagged economic controls. Many of the anomalies we 

consider load negatively on the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio. Interestingly, 

many of the negative anomaly loadings arise from both negative loadings in the long legs 

and positive loadings on the short legs. We conclude that Overpriced/High IVOL firms 

influence anomaly returns, through a positive relation with the short leg, as well as a 
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negative relation with the long leg.7  We have identified a strong relation between 

Overpriced/High IVOL firms and anomaly returns. We posit that this is the channel 

through which the anomaly returns display a common time variation depending on the 

preceding market state.  

 

 

6 Robustness 

 

We now evaluate the strength of our results using different methods to measure 

performance. Specifically, we look at sub-samples, alternative risk-adjustment models, 

alternative predictors of underperformance related to mispricing and arbitrage risk, and 

independently sorted portfolios.  

 

6.1  Sub-Sample Results  

 

Figure 5 plots the 10-year rolling average of monthly risk-adjusted returns for the most 

overpriced-high IVOL portfolio, following positive and negative market states. This 

figure demonstrates a consistent difference between performance when conditioning on 

the previous market state among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms. Interestingly, the 

difference becomes most pronounced in the late 1990 period through to the end of the 

sample. 

 

6.2  Alternative Time-Series Model 

 

We now wish to confirm our main findings using an alternative time-series factor model 

to adjust returns. Specifically, we fit the five-factor model of Fama-French (2015) with 

momentum included to the mispricing and IVOL conditionally double sorted portfolios. 

Consistent with our initial results, in Panel A of Table 14, the difference in returns 

between the most overpriced and most underpriced portfolios are negative and 

decreasing monotonically in IVOL, ranging from a spread of –1.13% per month for the 

high IVOL firms to 0.23% per month for the low IVOL firms. The large underperformance 

of the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio remains significant, averaging -0.82% per 

month (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -6.35).  

 

The remaining Panels in Table 14 estimate risk-adjusted returns in two sub-samples, 

those following a positive (Panel A) and negative (Panel B) market state. The average 

 
7 For the anomaly results we chose the Fama-French methodology in constructing anomalies for the sake 
of variety The cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) is successful in removing any size effects 
that single sorted portfolios may correlate with. The beta estimates for the single sorted anomaly portfolios 
from Tables 1 and 2 lead to the same conclusions and are available upon request. 
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one-month ahead risk-adjusted return of the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio is -

0.54% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -3.50) following positive market states, whereas 

during negative market states, the same portfolio averages a -1.20% risk-adjusted return 

(Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -5.89). Generally, the alternative time-series model 

reduces the difference in performance in different preceding market states. We conclude 

that the predictive ability of the market state, among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms, 

is weakened when using an alternative time-series factor model. However, the risk-

adjusted returns rise in magnitude when using the time-series factor model instead of the 

cross-sectional factor model. This supports the findings of Fama-French (2020) that the 

cross-sectional factor model is a better descriptor of returns as model fit is improved.         

 

6.3  Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk After Periods of Low and High Sentiment 

 

In the setting described by Stambaugh et al. (2015), the IVOL effect on expected returns 

hinges on mispricing. The mispricing measure ranks firms and as such provides 

information on how a firm is mispriced relative to the cross-section. It does not identify 

periods where absolute overpricing may dominate absolute underpricing or vice versa. 

In the former case, the negative IVOL effect among overpriced firms should dominate the 

positive IVOL effect among underpriced firms. Stambaugh et al. (2015) use the index of 

market-wide investor sentiment constructed by Baker and Wurgler (2006) to identify 

periods where overpricing may be more prevalent. In the arbitrage asymmetry model, 

noise traders have strong positive demand when sentiment is high but not equally strong 

negative demand when sentiment is low, due to an inability or reluctance to sell short. 

Consequently, Stambaugh et al. (2015) find that the negative IVOL effect in the cross-

section of U.S. is higher (lower) following periods of high (low) sentiment. We are 

interested in identifying whether sentiment is related to the relation between the market 

state and return momentum among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms. Tables 15 and 16 

provide results as in Table 4 and 5, with the added conditioning requirement that the 

previous sentiment measure is low in Table 15 and high in Table 16. We use the same 

separating criterion as Stambaugh et al. (2015), where sentiment is broken into low or 

high periods using the full sample median of the investor sentiment index of Baker and 

Wurgler (2006). 

 

Consistent with the findings of Stambaugh et al. (2015), in Panel A of Table 15, the 

underperformance of the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio is weaker following 

periods of low sentiment, averaging -0.59% per month (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of 

-2.93). Low sentiment periods do indeed identify times where overpricing is less extreme 

in the cross-section. The remaining Panels in Table 15 estimate risk-adjusted returns in 

two sub-samples, months that follow a positive or negative market state and periods of 

low sentiment. The mean monthly risk-adjusted return of the most overpriced-high IVOL 
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portfolio is -0.13% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -0.47) following positive market 

states. The same portfolio averages a return of -1.21% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -

4.16) during negative market states. These results demonstrate that during periods of low 

sentiment, when overpricing effects are weaker, the market state remains a strong 

predictor of the underperformance of the Overpriced/High IVOL firms.  

 

In contrast with periods of low sentiment, Panel A of Table 16 confirms that the 

underperformance of the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio is stronger following 

periods of high sentiment, averaging -0.94% per month (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of 

-5.09). High sentiment seemingly captures periods of overpricing in the cross-section. The 

remaining Panels in Table 16 estimate risk-adjusted returns in two sub-samples, months 

that follow a positive or negative monthly market state and periods of high sentiment. 

The mean monthly risk-adjusted return of the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio is -

0.40% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -1.84) following positive market states. The same 

portfolio averages a return of -1.73% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -6.24) following 

negative market states. These results demonstrate that during periods of high sentiment, 

when overpricing effects are stronger, the market state remains a strong predictor of the 

returns to the Overpriced/High IVOL firms. 

 

To conclude, we affirm the results of Stambaugh et al. (2015) that the sentiment index of 

Baker and Wurgler (2006) can identify periods of high and low sentiment, which 

translates into relatively stronger and weaker underperformance of the Overpriced/High 

IVOL firms. This result is aligned with the frictions that exist in the arbitrage asymmetry 

model. Though sentiment can identify periods where the effect of overpricing is higher, 

it does not account for the variation in performance among the Overpriced/High IVOL 

firms related to the preceding market state.     

 

6.4  Independently Sorting Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk 

 

The main results are presented using portfolios that are conditionally double sorted on 

mispricing and IVOL. As mentioned previously, this is because the range for IVOL is 

very different across different levels of mispricing. As a form of robustness, we wish to 

confirm our results using independent double sorts.  

 

Consistent with our initial results, in Panel A of Table 17, the large underperformance of 

the most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio remains large and significant, averaging -0.59% 

per month (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -4.96). The remaining Panels in Table 17 

estimate risk-adjusted returns in two sub-samples, those following a positive and 

negative market state. The mean monthly risk-adjusted return of the most overpriced-

high IVOL portfolio is -0.19% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -1.44) following positive 
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market states. The same portfolio averages a return of -1.15% (Newey-West (1987) t-

statistic of -6.59) following negative market states. Independent double sorting still 

results in a very strong relation between the market state and the one-month ahead 

underperformance of the Overpriced/High IVOL firms. We conclude that the predictive 

ability of the market state, among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms, remains strong 

when conducting independent portfolio double sorts.         

 

6.5  Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk with Excess Returns and No Microcaps 

 

Until now this entire study has omitted firms with share prices below five dollars as is 

consistent with the mispricing literature. A concern that may arise is whether our main 

results remain without small firms (commonly referred to as microcaps), which are 

behind many previously documented anomalous returns in the literature. As suggested 

in Hou et al. (2020) we use value weighted portfolios with NYSE breakpoints for all 

analysis to mitigate this concern. For completeness, Table 18 reports the main results from 

Table 5 with the exclusion of microcaps, which we define as firms with a market 

capitalization below the 20th NYSE percentile. The results are qualitatively the same and 

as such our results are not related to the small firm effect.   

 

This paper focuses on risk-adjusted returns. For completeness, we demonstrate in Table 

19 that similar results can be drawn using excess-returns. Table 19 reports the excess-

returns for portfolios conditionally double sorted on mispricing and IVOL, as in Table 4. 

The mean excess-return of the most overpriced high IVOL portfolio is -0.43% (Newey-

West (1987) t-statistic of -1.15). The remaining Panels in Table 19 report the excess- returns 

in two sub-samples, those following a positive and negative market state. The most 

overpriced high IVOL portfolio averages a return of 0.74% (Newey-West (1987) t-statistic 

of 2.00) following positive market states. The same portfolio has a mean return of -2.05% 

(Newey-West (1987) t-statistic of -3.62) during negative market states. Just as with risk-

adjusted returns, excess-returns vary extremely among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms 

with the preceding market state. These results show that on an unadjusted basis, the 

market state has a very important role in one-month ahead excess-returns, especially for 

firms that are relatively overpriced with a high IVOL, consistent with the risk-adjusted 

results.  
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7 Conclusion 

 

This paper examines the role between the market state in predicting return anomalies. 

We find that many of the well-known return anomalies vary widely in size, sign and 

significance depending on the preceding market state. The mispricing measure of 

Stambaugh et al. (2015) and IVOL, a proxy for arbitrage risk, are used to explain the 

source of the common time-variation in the wide set of anomaly returns. Negative one-

month ahead return momentum is identified, among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms, 

following a negative market state. We then show that anomaly returns load significantly 

on a portfolio comprised of these firms. As such, these firms are the channel through 

which anomaly returns display a common time-variation with the preceding market 

state.  

 

The most overpriced-high IVOL portfolio averages an insignificant one-month ahead 

risk-adjusted return of -0.26% following a positive market state and a staggering 

significant -1.46% return following a negative market state. Our hypothesis is that there 

exists two distinct but complementary effects behind our findings. The first is the 

loosening of arbitrage capital. During negative market states, the constraints on arbitrage 

capital, that is short the Overpriced/High IVOL firms, loosen as these firms perform very 

poorly and resulting position margin ratios improve. We show that short interest ratios 

increase significantly for Overpriced/High IVOL firms following a negative market state. 

As such, we posit that a feedback effect among these investors: prices drop, improved 

margin ratios among short arbitrage capital lower arbitrage risk, and short positions 

increase into the future. The increase in short positions create downward price pressure, 

contributing to the observed return momentum among the Overpriced/High IVOL 

firms. 

 

We identify a behavioural bias among long investors as the second complimentary effect 

behind the return momentum observed among the Overpriced/High IVOL firms. We 

identify a disposition effect (Shefrin and Statman, 1985) among long investors which 

contributes to the observed return momentum. The disposition effect refers to the greater 

propensity of investors to hold stocks that have fallen in value rather than risen in value 

since purchase. We posit that when Overpriced/High IVOL firms perform poorly, during 

negative market states, a subset of investors are placed in a state of loss and refuse to sell, 

succumbing to the behavioural bias implied by the disposition effect. The resulting effect 

of this is an initial price underreaction to information (Grinblatt and Han, 2005), 

generating one-month ahead return momentum (Frazzini, 2006) among the 

Overpriced/High IVOL firms. We find a significant relation between innovations in 

aggregate liquidity and negative market states. We then demonstrate that Amihud (2002) 

illiquidity is increasing in both mispricing and IVOL. Additionally, during negative 
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market states it is the Overpriced/High IVOL firms which suffer the largest and most 

significant increases in illiquidity. These results are aligned with the claim that 

Overpriced/High IVOL firm prices are most likely to underreact, contributing to the 

observed one-month ahead return momentum, as implied by the disposition effect. We 

then show a significant negative relation between aggregate net exchanges of U.S. all 

equity mutual funds and preceding negative market states. This demonstrates that a 

negative market state predicts future net selling, behaviour consistent with that of the 

disposition effect.  

 

Lastly, we show that the mispricing measure is very closely related, empirically, to the 

value-at-risk measure shown by Altigan et al. (2020) to identify left-tail momentum in 

U.S. firms. We observe left-tail risk momentum exclusively following negative market 

states. The mechanisms described in our paper serve as an explanation of the results in 

Altigan et al. (2020) that are aligned with theoretical predictions.  

 

This paper introduces the predictive power of the market state on return anomalies. What 

we identify is the important role of the market state in the returns related to mispricing. 

It is exclusively following negative market states, where the large ex-ante 

underperformance of the overpriced-difficult to arbitrage firms are observed. 

Concurrently, this is an important finding for anomaly returns which are affected greatly 

by this relation. Our results supplement the argument that a large component of 

anomalous returns are related to mispricing.     
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Table 1: Anomaly Quintile Returns in Different Market States 

This table presents the mean excess-returns of quintile portfolios sorted by firm characteristics. In each 

column, firms are sorted into quintile portfolios every month based on their most recent associated 

characteristic measure. We use monthly value weighted portfolios, where only NYSE firms are used to 

determine portfolio breakpoints. The “H-L” row represents the difference in monthly excess-returns 

between the High and Low quintile portfolios. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) 

t-statistics (in parentheses). Panel A reports the mean excess-returns for the full sample. Panel B (Panel C) 

report the mean excess-returns in months following a positive (negative) market state. The sample period 

ranges from August 1965 to January 2017. 

Panel A: Excess Returns Full Sample 
               
 BETA ME BM OP INV MOM STR COR VOL IVOL MAX M1 ILLIQ VaR1 

High 0.36 0.45 0.78 0.59 0.44 0.88 0.31 0.41 0.44 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.71 0.43 
4 0.51 0.66 0.60 0.52 0.53 0.57 0.46 0.65 0.64 0.62 0.55 0.61 0.71 0.57 
3 0.50 0.74 0.57 0.52 0.51 0.43 0.54 0.55 0.61 0.60 0.57 0.64 0.67 0.64 
2 0.58 0.83 0.53 0.45 0.55 0.49 0.66 0.60 0.54 0.62 0.59 0.50 0.62 0.57 

Low 0.56 0.86 0.45 0.40 0.73 0.20 0.70 0.63 0.49 0.50 0.55 0.49 0.47 0.48 

H-L -0.20 -0.41 0.32 0.19 -0.29 0.68 -0.39 -0.22 -0.05 -0.08 -0.10 0.01 0.25 -0.04 
t(H-L) (-0.86) (-2.37) (2.04) (1.66) (-2.32) (3.23) (-2.72) (-1.69) (-0.19) (-0.39) (-0.46) (0.04) (1.71) (-0.17) 
     

Panel B: Excess Returns After Market Price Appreciation 
 

 [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 

               
 BETA ME BM OP INV MOM STR COR VOL IVOL MAX M1 ILLIQ VaR1 

High 0.91 0.66 1.20 0.91 0.86 1.18 0.56 0.68 1.27 1.17 1.05 1.31 1.50 1.22 
4 0.86 1.05 0.89 0.78 0.82 0.83 0.71 0.89 1.17 1.05 0.96 1.12 1.28 1.07 
3 0.76 1.24 0.84 0.73 0.73 0.68 0.75 0.86 0.96 0.94 0.83 1.01 1.11 0.98 
2 0.77 1.48 0.87 0.71 0.76 0.76 0.92 0.90 0.79 0.79 0.84 0.74 0.99 0.86 

Low 0.70 1.76 0.72 0.85 1.07 0.75 1.22 1.09 0.58 0.67 0.72 0.58 0.69 0.56 

H-L 0.21 -1.09 0.48 0.06 -0.20 0.43 -0.66 -0.41 0.69 0.49 0.33 0.73 0.82 0.66 
t(H-L) (0.77) (-5.17) (2.55) (0.42) (-1.47) (1.52) (-3.48) (-2.47) (2.40) (2.16) (1.29) (2.58) (4.53) (2.45) 

               

Panel C: Excess Returns After Market Price Depreciation 
 

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 

               
 BETA ME BM OP INV MOM STR COR VOL IVOL MAX M1 ILLIQ VaR1 

High -0.41 0.16 0.19 0.14 -0.15 0.45 -0.05 0.03 -0.72 -0.61 -0.39 -0.62 -0.39 -0.66 
4 0.02 0.13 0.19 0.15 0.13 0.21 0.11 0.31 -0.10 0.01 -0.01 -0.11 -0.09 -0.13 
3 0.13 0.03 0.20 0.23 0.19 0.08 0.24 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.20 0.13 0.05 0.16 
2 0.33 -0.08 0.05 0.09 0.26 0.10 0.31 0.19 0.20 0.39 0.25 0.17 0.11 0.16 

Low 0.36 -0.39 0.09 -0.24 0.25 -0.57 -0.02 0.00 0.36 0.27 0.31 0.38 0.16 0.36 

H-L -0.77 0.55 0.10 0.38 -0.40 1.03 -0.03 0.03 -1.08 -0.88 -0.69 -1.00 -0.55 -1.02 
t(H-L) (-2.33) (2.28) (0.43) (2.16) (-2.04) (3.70) (-0.09) (0.17) (-2.92) (-2.96) (-2.24) (-2.70) (-2.76) (-2.88) 
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Table 2: Anomaly Quintile Alphas in Different Market States 

This table presents the mean risk-adjusted returns of quintile portfolios sorted by prominent return 

anomalies. Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French 

(2020) with momentum included. For factors included in the risk model we compute alphas omitting that 

factor from the model. For example, when computing risk-adjusted returns to the BM portfolios, the model 

we use omits BM. In each column, firms are sorted into quintile portfolios every month based on their most 

recent associated characteristic measure. We use monthly value weighted portfolios, where only NYSE 

firms are used to determine portfolio breakpoints. The “H-L” row represents the difference in monthly 

risk-adjusted excess returns between the High and Low quintile portfolios. Statistical significance is 

assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). Panel A reports the mean risk-adjusted 

returns for the full sample. Panel B (Panel C) report the mean risk-adjusted returns in months following a 

positive (negative) market state. The sample period ranges from August 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns Full Sample 
               
 BETA ME BM OP INV MOM STR COR VOL IVOL MAX M1 ILLIQ VaR1 

High -0.16 -0.11 0.11 0.13 -0.09 0.30 -0.36 -0.03 -0.26 -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 -0.08 -0.19 
4 -0.03 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.06 -0.12 0.05 -0.01 -0.01 -0.08 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 
3 0.01 0.07 0.09 0.00 0.00 -0.06 0.05 -0.04 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.05 -0.04 0.10 
2 0.09 0.10 0.02 -0.03 0.05 -0.02 0.23 -0.06 0.04 0.10 0.11 0.00 -0.04 0.03 

Low 0.02 0.08 -0.03 -0.21 0.11 -0.28 0.31 -0.02 0.06 0.06 0.16 0.08 0.00 0.03 

H-L -0.18 -0.20 0.14 0.34 -0.21 0.58 -0.67 -0.01 -0.32 -0.33 -0.43 -0.34 -0.08 -0.22 
t(H-L) (-1.16) (-1.99) (1.26) (3.91) (-2.33) (3.14) (-5.97) (-0.12) (-2.11) (-2.66) (-3.37) (-2.39) (-1.70) (-1.50) 
     

Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Price Appreciation 
 

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 

               
 BETA ME BM OP INV MOM STR COR VOL IVOL MAX M1 ILLIQ VaR1 

High 0.00 -0.26 0.20 0.20 -0.03 0.30 -0.45 0.01 0.01 -0.06 -0.13 0.01 0.00 0.05 
4 0.04 -0.04 0.09 -0.03 0.09 0.03 -0.16 -0.02 0.05 0.00 -0.07 0.03 -0.09 0.02 
3 -0.01 0.09 0.06 -0.09 -0.05 -0.07 0.01 -0.13 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.03 -0.15 0.07 
2 0.02 0.20 0.08 -0.06 0.03 -0.02 0.23 -0.17 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 -0.04 -0.14 0.03 

Low -0.12 0.38 -0.03 -0.10 0.13 -0.10 0.48 -0.02 -0.02 0.05 0.13 -0.02 0.00 -0.07 

H-L 0.12 -0.64 0.23 0.30 -0.15 0.40 -0.93 0.03 0.04 -0.11 -0.26 0.03 0.01 0.11 
t(H-L) (0.63) (-5.08) (1.72) (2.89) (-1.55) (1.60) (-6.36) (0.29) (0.21) (-0.73) (-1.68) (0.16) (0.13) (0.71) 

               

Panel C: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Price Depreciation 
 

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 

               
 BETA ME BM OP INV MOM STR COR VOL IVOL MAX M1 ILLIQ VaR1 

High -0.39 0.09 -0.02 0.03 -0.18 0.29 -0.25 -0.09 -0.64 -0.57 -0.47 -0.65 -0.19 -0.52 
4 -0.13 0.11 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.10 -0.07 0.15 -0.10 -0.02 -0.08 -0.12 0.05 -0.11 
3 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.11 0.07 -0.05 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.14 
2 0.18 -0.03 -0.06 0.02 0.08 -0.02 0.22 0.11 0.11 0.26 0.13 0.07 0.11 0.03 

Low 0.21 -0.33 -0.04 -0.37 0.09 -0.54 0.07 -0.02 0.17 0.08 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.15 

H-L -0.60 0.42 0.02 0.40 -0.28 0.83 -0.32 -0.07 -0.81 -0.65 -0.68 -0.86 -0.19 -0.68 
t(H-L) (-2.79) (3.16) (0.11) (3.12) (-1.89) (3.48) (-1.39) (-0.49) (-4.16) (-3.84) (-3.52) (-4.37) (-3.21) (-3.45) 
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Table 3: Anomaly Quintile Alphas in Different Market States 

This table summarizes quintile portfolios sorted by the mispricing measure of Stambaugh et al. (2015). In 

Panel A we report the mean excess returns and risk-adjusted returns for the full sample, as well as the 

subsamples following a positive and negative market state. Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the 

cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with momentum included. We use monthly value 

weighted portfolios, where only NYSE firms are used to determine portfolio breakpoints. The “H-L” row 

represents the difference in monthly risk-adjusted excess returns between the High and Low quintile 

portfolios. Panel B reports the average value weighted portfolio characteristics. Statistical significance is 

assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). The sample period ranges from August 

1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Mispricing Portfolio Returns 
              
  Full Sample  [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0  [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0  

  r a t(a)  r a t(a)  r a t(a)  

 High 0.13 -0.20 (-3.65)  0.69 -0.11 (-1.60)  -0.64 -0.33 (-3.77)  
 4 0.43 -0.02 (-0.43)  0.74 -0.07 (-1.18)  -0.01 0.05 (0.72)  
 3 0.53 0.02 (0.64)  0.89 0.06 (1.47)  0.04 -0.03 (-0.54)  
 2 0.60 0.05 (1.34)  0.89 0.09 (2.05)  0.19 -0.01 (-0.21)  

 Low 0.67 0.10 (2.40)  0.79 0.04 (0.82)  0.50 0.18 (2.54)  

 H-L -0.53 -0.30   -0.10 -0.15   -1.14 -0.51   
 t(H-L) (-3.82) (-3.64)   (-0.62) (-1.46)   (-5.45) (-3.80)   

 

Panel B: Firm Characteristics of Mispricing Portfolios 
               
 BETA ME BM OP INV MOM STR COR VOL IVOL MAX M1 ILLIQ VaR1 

High 0.84 15.71 0.70 0.26 0.29 7.12 1.37 0.34 2.21 1.59 2.69 4.45 0.07 5.48 
4 0.79 16.20 0.69 0.31 0.16 13.12 1.48 0.36 1.98 1.42 2.43 3.99 0.06 4.88 
3 0.77 16.44 0.67 0.33 0.12 16.69 1.49 0.37 1.87 1.33 2.29 3.79 0.05 4.58 
2 0.75 16.70 0.60 0.68 0.09 18.48 1.47 0.37 1.77 1.25 2.18 3.59 0.04 4.31 

Low 0.73 17.25 0.50 0.43 0.06 23.46 1.51 0.38 1.68 1.17 2.06 3.41 0.03 4.04 

H-L 0.11 -1.54 0.20 -0.17 0.23 -16.35 -0.14 -0.04 0.53 0.42 0.62 1.04 0.04 1.44 
t(H-L) (3.43) (-8.79) (5.19) (-7.31) (11.1) (-11.2) (-1.04) (-2.90) (6.33) (12.5) (7.20) (5.78) (5.97) (7.69) 
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Table 4: Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk 

This table reports mean risk-adjusted returns and loadings on the lagged market return for portfolios 

formed by sorting firms conditionally on the mispricing measure and IVOL. First, firms are sorted on 

mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are 

sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We report 

monthly value weighted portfolio averages, breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A 

reports mean risk-adjusted returns. Panel B reports the loading of each portfolios risk-adjusted return on 

the lagged market portfolio return, the exact regression specification is detailed in the paper. Risk-adjusted 

returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with momentum 

included. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). The 

sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns 
       

Risk-Adjusted 
Returns 

Most 
Overpriced 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.76 -0.37 -0.27 -0.19 0.02 -0.78 
(Top 20%) (-5.35) (-2.89) (-2.47) (-1.38) (0.19) (-4.57) 
Next 20% -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06 0.22 -0.26 

 (-0.35) (-0.23) (-0.10) (-0.61) (2.58) (-1.83) 
Next 20% -0.22 -0.13 0.13 0.09 0.02 -0.24 

 (-2.18) (-1.40) (1.70) (1.18) (0.23) (-1.76) 
Next 20% -0.17 0.06 -0.01 0.25 0.12 -0.29 

 (-1.83) (0.66) (-0.20) (3.22) (1.48) (-2.44) 
Lowest IVOL 0.01 0.04 0.08 -0.01 -0.04 0.05 
(Bottom 20%) (0.15) (0.48) (0.98) (-0.13) (-0.51) (0.47) 

Highest IVOL - -0.77 -0.41 -0.35 -0.18 0.06  
Lowest IVOL (-4.15) (-2.37) (-2.25) (-1.20) (0.38)  

       

Panel B: Alpha Loadings on Lagged Market Returns 
       

Risk-Adjusted 
Returns 

Most 
Overpriced 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.14 0.00 -0.01 0.03 -0.02 0.03 
(Top 20%) (4.52) (-0.01) (-0.23) (1.16) (-0.64) (1.79) 
Next 20% 0.01 -0.02 -0.03 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 

 (0.44) (-0.82) (-1.40) (0.38) (-1.98) (-1.38) 
Next 20% 0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 

 (0.57) (-0.64) (-1.41) (-1.06) (-1.63) (-1.61) 
Next 20% -0.01 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.02 

 (-0.61) (-1.38) (0.71) (-0.99) (-3.00) (-2.68) 
Lowest IVOL 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 
(Bottom 20%) (1.01) (0.70) (0.54) (0.68) (-0.74) (2.01) 

Highest IVOL - 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.02 -0.02  
Lowest IVOL (2.19) (-0.10) (0.56) (1.70) (-1.82)  
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Table 5: Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk Following Different Market States 

This table reports mean risk-adjusted returns following positive and negative market states for portfolios 

formed by sorting firms conditionally on the mispricing measure and IVOL. First, firms are sorted on 

mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are 

sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We report 

monthly value weighted portfolio averages, breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A 

(Panel B) reports mean risk-adjusted returns in periods following a positive (negative) market state. Risk-

adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in 

parentheses). The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.26 -0.16 -0.12 0.01 0.00 -0.25 
(Top 20%) (-1.51) (-1.05) (-0.87) (0.06) (-0.01) (-1.29) 
Next 20% 0.10 -0.08 -0.06 -0.05 0.12 -0.01 

 (0.77) (-0.65) (-0.51) (-0.40) (1.03) (-0.08) 
Next 20% -0.16 -0.23 0.06 0.04 -0.06 -0.10 

 (-1.36) (-2.10) (0.63) (0.43) (-0.56) (-0.62) 
Next 20% -0.23 -0.10 0.01 0.12 -0.13 -0.10 

 (-2.21) (-0.83) (0.08) (1.37) (-1.31) (-0.65) 
Lowest IVOL -0.02 -0.08 0.06 0.00 -0.10 0.08 
(Bottom 20%) (-0.15) (-0.73) (0.59) (-0.06) (-1.11) (0.53) 

Highest IVOL - -0.24 -0.08 -0.18 0.01 0.10  
Lowest IVOL (-1.07) (-0.40) (-0.93) (0.08) (0.51)  

       

Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 

       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -1.46 -0.65 -0.48 -0.46 0.06 -1.52 
(Top 20%) (-7.09) (-3.53) (-2.79) (-2.15) (0.31) (-5.49) 
Next 20% -0.24 0.06 0.06 -0.06 0.37 -0.61 

 (-1.39) (0.37) (0.52) (-0.45) (2.52) (-2.75) 
Next 20% -0.30 0.00 0.22 0.16 0.13 -0.43 

 (-1.84) (0.03) (1.82) (1.29) (0.97) (-1.97) 
Next 20% -0.10 0.29 -0.04 0.42 0.47 -0.56 

 (-0.58) (2.07) (-0.38) (3.26) (3.60) (-2.77) 
Lowest IVOL 0.06 0.21 0.10 -0.01 0.06 0.00 
(Bottom 20%) (0.41) (1.53) (0.72) (-0.13) (0.48) (0.02) 

Highest IVOL - -1.52 -0.86 -0.58 -0.45 0.00  
Lowest IVOL (-5.30) (-3.33) (-2.38) (-1.86) (0.00)  
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Table 6: Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk During Market Depreciation 

This table reports mean risk-adjusted returns and excess-returns during different market states for 

portfolios formed by sorting conditionally on the mispricing measure and IVOL. First, firms are sorted on 

mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are 

sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We report 

monthly value weighted portfolio averages, breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A 

(Panel B) reports the mean risk-adjusted returns during periods of positive and negative market states. 

Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included. Panel C reports the mean excess-returns to the portfolios during negative market 

states. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). The sample 

period is from August 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns During Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡 > 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.01 0.31 0.32 0.27 0.34 -0.35 
(Top 20%) (-0.05) (1.95) (2.40) (1.68) (2.08) (-1.42) 
Next 20% 0.53 0.42 0.27 0.26 0.21 0.32 

 (4.04) (3.50) (2.30) (2.09) (1.76) (1.89) 
Next 20% 0.24 -0.03 0.36 0.20 0.06 0.18 

 (1.99) (-0.22) (3.54) (1.97) (0.58) (1.12) 
Next 20% -0.27 -0.09 -0.03 0.22 -0.08 -0.19 

 (-2.34) (-0.70) (-0.37) (2.07) (-0.73) (-1.08) 
Lowest IVOL -0.40 -0.53 -0.32 -0.28 -0.47 0.07 
(Bottom 20%) (-3.18) (-5.16) (-3.25) (-2.76) (-5.04) (0.44) 

Highest IVOL - 0.40 0.84 0.64 0.55 0.81  
Lowest IVOL (1.83) (4.23) (3.56) (2.94) (3.86)  

       

Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns During Market Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡 < 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -1.81 -1.31 -1.09 -0.83 -0.42 -1.39 
(Top 20%) (-8.23) (-6.69) (-5.57) (-4.29) (-2.63) (-5.94) 
Next 20% -0.83 -0.64 -0.40 -0.49 0.24 -1.07 

 (-4.83) (-3.75) (-3.14) (-3.65) (1.95) (-4.99) 
Next 20% -0.87 -0.28 -0.20 -0.06 -0.04 -0.83 

 (-5.17) (-1.99) (-1.60) (-0.44) (-0.30) (-3.92) 
Next 20% -0.04 0.27 0.02 0.29 0.40 -0.44 

 (-0.20) (2.03) (0.14) (2.87) (3.35) (-2.34) 
Lowest IVOL 0.60 0.84 0.63 0.36 0.57 0.03 
(Bottom 20%) (3.77) (5.15) (4.98) (3.69) (5.10) (0.15) 

Highest IVOL - -2.41 -2.15 -1.72 -1.19 -0.99  
Lowest IVOL (-8.39) (-7.33) (-6.39) (-5.30) (-4.56)  
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Panel C: Excess-Returns During Market Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡 < 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -7.03 -5.63 -5.00 -4.52 -3.74 -3.29 
(Top 20%) (-14.05) (-13.79) (-12.80) (-12.16) (-12.06) (-9.09) 
Next 20% -5.50 -4.61 -4.16 -4.00 -3.01 -2.48 

 (-13.50) (-12.83) (-14.02) (-13.91) (-11.27) (-7.96) 
Next 20% -5.20 -4.02 -3.64 -3.43 -3.18 -2.02 

 (-13.50) (-12.86) (-12.67) (-13.68) (-14.09) (-6.11) 
Next 20% -4.08 -3.38 -3.50 -2.99 -2.69 -1.39 

 (-13.28) (-12.65) (-12.58) (-12.26) (-12.16) (-5.95) 
Lowest IVOL -3.18 -2.55 -2.56 -2.73 -2.45 -0.74 
(Bottom 20%) (-10.19) (-10.42) (-10.83) (-12.75) (-11.13) (-3.12) 

Highest IVOL - -3.84 -3.08 -2.44 -1.79 -1.29  
Lowest IVOL (-9.14) (-8.20) (-6.95) (-5.33) (-4.85)  
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Table 7: Short Interest in Different Market States 

This table reports short interest ratios and innovations in short interest ratios following different market 

states for portfolios formed by sorting firms conditionally on the mispricing measure and IVOL. First, firms 

are sorted on mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing 

quintile firms are sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. 

We report monthly value weighted portfolio averages, breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. 

Panel A reports the mean value weighted short interest ratios. Panel B (Panel C) report mean innovations 

in short interest ratios following positive (negative) market states. Panel D reports the loading of each 

portfolio innovation in short interest on the lagged market portfolio return, the exact regression 

specification is detailed in the paper. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics 

(in parentheses). The sample period begins in January 1973 and ends in January 2017.    

 Panel A: Short Interest (%)  
   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 3.82 2.78 2.32 1.98 1.74 2.07 
(Top 20%)      (5.03) 
Next 20% 2.68 2.04 1.75 1.46 1.34 1.34 

      (5.99) 
Next 20% 1.99 1.63 1.45 1.20 1.07 0.92 

      (5.90) 
Next 20% 1.56 1.34 1.21 1.03 0.90 0.66 

      (4.83) 
Lowest IVOL 1.25 1.12 1.05 0.91 0.77 0.48 
(Bottom 20%)      (5.28) 

Highest IVOL - 2.57 1.66 1.27 1.07 0.98  
Lowest IVOL (4.18) (5.19) (4.77) (4.40) (4.57)  

       

Panel B: Δ Short Interest (%) Following Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−2 > 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.03 
(Top 20%) (0.70) (0.38) (1.93) (0.65) (-1.18) (1.31) 
Next 20% 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 (0.39) (0.43) (0.69) (-0.52) (0.31) (0.26) 
Next 20% -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 

 (-1.41) (-1.32) (-0.86) (-0.60) (-2.26) (-0.04) 
Next 20% -0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 

 (-1.84) (0.04) (-2.12) (-2.10) (-2.38) (-0.39) 
Lowest IVOL -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
(Bottom 20%) (-1.03) (0.08) (-1.14) (-0.41) (-2.83) (0.58) 

Highest IVOL - 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00  
Lowest IVOL (1.15) (0.38) (2.43) (0.81) (-0.11)  
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Panel C: Δ Short Interest (%) Following Market Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−2 < 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.05 
(Top 20%) (3.38) (2.83) (3.59) (3.80) (1.88) (2.45) 
Next 20% 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.05 

 (3.24) (1.20) (1.24) (1.33) (0.28) (2.81) 
Next 20% 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 

 (1.98) (1.58) (0.26) (2.52) (0.42) (1.47) 
Next 20% 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 

 (0.66) (1.38) (1.33) (0.35) (1.32) (-0.21) 
Lowest IVOL 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 
(Bottom 20%) (1.02) (2.04) (-0.07) (0.46) (1.54) (-0.21) 

Highest IVOL - 0.07 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.01  
Lowest IVOL (3.10) (1.42) (3.87) (3.29) (0.97)  

       

Panel D: Δ Short Interest (%) Loadings on Lagged Market Returns 
   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.0068 -0.0055 -0.0028 -0.0050 -0.0048 -0.0020 
(Top 20%) (-2.21) (-2.26) (-1.30) (-2.25) (-2.25) (-0.57) 
Next 20% -0.0078 -0.0022 -0.0017 -0.0025 0.0002 -0.0080 

 (-3.09) (-1.23) (-0.80) (-1.56) (0.12) (-3.04) 
Next 20% -0.0053 -0.0042 -0.0025 -0.0017 -0.0020 -0.0033 

 (-2.59) (-2.20) (-1.86) (-1.25) (-1.67) (-1.30) 
Next 20% -0.0030 -0.0028 -0.0044 -0.0016 -0.0023 -0.0007 

 (-1.91) (-1.94) (-2.81) (-1.76) (-2.11) (-0.42) 
Lowest IVOL -0.0019 -0.0021 0.0002 0.0016 -0.0018 -0.0001 
(Bottom 20%) (-1.69) (-1.84) (0.12) (0.75) (-2.35) (-0.06) 

Highest IVOL - -0.0049 -0.0034 -0.0031 -0.0066 -0.0029  
Lowest IVOL (-1.56) (-1.48) (-1.11) (-2.04) (-1.46)  
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Table 8: Market Returns and Innovations in Aggregate Liquidity 

This table reports coefficient estimates from an OLS time-series regression. The dependent variable is 

innovations in aggregate liquidity, the series is calculated as in Pastor and Stambaugh (2003). where 𝑟𝑚, is 

the excess market return, 𝛥𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙, is the monthly innovation in inflation, , 𝛥𝑑𝑓𝑦, is the monthly innovation in 

the default spread, 𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑠, is the monthly innovation in the term spread, 𝛥𝑟𝑓, is the monthly innovation in 

the risk-free rate, and 𝛥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡, is the monthly innovation in the investor sentiment index of Baker and 

Wurgler (2006). We include a contemporaneous and lagged regressor for every variable. We include 

dummy variables for the lagged and contemporaneous market return as follows: 𝑑𝑟>0, which is one when 

the contemporaneous market return is positive and zero otherwise and 𝑑𝑟<0 which is defined the same 

when the market return is negative. Accompanying Newey-West (1987) t-statistics are reported in 

parentheses. The sample period is from October 1965 to January 2017.  

     
Y = Δ Liquidity 

X b T(b) b T(b) 

𝑟𝑚,𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑟>0   0.01 (0.06) 

|𝑟𝑚,𝑡| ∗ 𝑑𝑟<0   -0.77 (-8.98) 

𝑟𝑚,𝑡−1 ∗ 𝑑𝑟>0   -0.06 (-0.68) 

|𝑟𝑚,𝑡−1| ∗ 𝑑𝑟<0   -0.37 (-4.14) 

     

𝛥𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑡 -1.07 (-1.49) -1.08 (-1.64) 

𝛥𝑑𝑓𝑦𝑡  -0.94 (-0.45) 3.91 (1.99) 

𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑠𝑡 0.04 (0.73) 0.04 (0.80) 

𝛥𝑟𝑓𝑡 -5.74 (-1.56) -3.66 (-1.08) 

𝛥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 -0.02 (-1.08) -0.01 (-0.85) 

𝛥𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑡−1 -0.10 (-0.13) 0.45 (0.69) 

𝛥𝑑𝑓𝑦𝑡−1 2.43 (1.18) 3.55 (1.89) 

𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑠𝑡−1 -0.04 (-0.72) -0.09 (-1.57) 

𝛥𝑟𝑓𝑡−1 -0.81 (-0.22) -0.17 (-0.05) 

𝛥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 0.04 (2.66) 0.05 (3.33) 

     

𝑅2 0.02  0.21  

𝑁 616  616  
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Table 9: Liquidity Shocks in Different Market States 

This table reports average Illiquidity (ILLIQ) levels and changes during different market states for 

portfolios formed by sorting firms conditionally on the mispricing measure and IVOL. First, firms are 

sorted by mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile 

firms are sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We 

report monthly value weighted portfolio averages, breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel 

A reports average value weighted Illiquidity levels for the full sample. Panel B (Panel C) reports average 

changes in Illiquidity levels in periods during a positive (negative) monthly market excess return. Panel D 

reports the loading of each portfolio change in ILLIQ on the market portfolio return, the exact regression 

specification is detailed in the paper.  Illiquidity is measured as in Amihud (2002). Statistical significance is 

assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). The sample period is from August 1965 to 

January 2017.  

 Panel A: Illiquidity (ILLIQ) Levels  
   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.08 
(Top 20%)      (4.86) 
Next 20% 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.03 

      (4.63) 
Next 20% 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 

      (5.20) 
Next 20% 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 

      (5.21) 
Lowest IVOL 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 
(Bottom 20%)      (7.51) 

Highest IVOL - 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.19 0.18  
Lowest IVOL (12.66) (12.81) (11.17) (9.64) (8.35)  

       

 Panel B: Δ ILLIQ During Market Price Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡 > 0  

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.016 -0.022 -0.015 -0.019 -0.017 0.001 
(Top 20%) (-2.77) (-3.99) (-2.76) (-3.64) (-3.25) (0.31) 
Next 20% -0.009 -0.009 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.002 

 (-3.23) (-4.27) (-2.60) (-3.67) (-3.77) (-1.08) 
Next 20% -0.005 -0.004 -0.005 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 

 (-3.18) (-4.69) (-2.98) (-3.44) (-3.34) (-1.11) 
Next 20% -0.005 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.003 

 (-4.30) (-4.42) (-2.91) (-3.17) (-4.09) (-2.78) 
Lowest IVOL -0.005 -0.004 -0.003 -0.002 -0.001 -0.004 
(Bottom 20%) (-6.33) (-4.63) (-4.48) (-5.49) (-4.79) (-5.69) 

Highest IVOL - -0.011 -0.019 -0.012 -0.017 -0.016  
Lowest IVOL (-2.07) (-3.47) (-2.29) (-3.36) (-3.11)  
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 Panel C: Δ ILLIQ During Market Price Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡 < 0  

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.036 0.028 0.034 0.022 0.020 0.016 
(Top 20%) (5.29) (5.19) (3.95) (3.69) (4.64) (2.74) 
Next 20% 0.017 0.012 0.008 0.013 0.012 0.005 

 (4.27) (4.59) (1.83) (5.29) (4.56) (1.79) 
Next 20% 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.000 

 (2.41) (1.90) (3.43) (3.78) (4.78) (-0.12) 
Next 20% 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 

 (1.66) (2.07) (2.05) (3.45) (2.83) (0.84) 
Lowest IVOL -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 
(Bottom 20%) (-2.57) (-3.13) (-2.36) (-2.23) (-3.93) (-1.86) 

Highest IVOL - 0.039 0.030 0.036 0.022 0.021  
Lowest IVOL (5.65) (5.61) (3.99) (3.79) (4.80)  

       

Panel D: Δ ILLIQ Loadings on The Market Return 
   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.0054 0.0061 0.0060 0.0044 0.0043 -0.0014 
(Top 20%) (4.97) (5.44) (5.11) (4.11) (4.83) (-5.03) 
Next 20% 0.0030 0.0022 0.0022 0.0024 0.0018 -0.0012 

 (5.19) (5.59) (3.74) (5.21) (3.88) (-5.83) 
Next 20% 0.0008 0.0010 0.0009 0.0010 0.0011 -0.0010 

 (1.69) (2.93) (3.03) (4.33) (4.26) (-5.99) 
Next 20% 0.0009 0.0004 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004 -0.0007 

 (2.70) (2.20) (2.60) (5.64) (3.96) (-5.76) 
Lowest IVOL 0.0005 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0005 
(Bottom 20%) (3.15) (2.15) (3.44) (4.15) (2.06) (-5.07) 

Highest IVOL - -0.0049 -0.0021 -0.0009 -0.0005 -0.0002  
Lowest IVOL (-5.93) (-5.49) (-4.30) (-4.58) (-4.61)  
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Table 10: Market Returns and Mutual Fund Flows 

This table reports beta estimates of an OLS time-series regression of Net All Equity U.S. Mutual Fund 

Exchanges. where 𝑟𝑚, is the excess market return, 𝛥𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙, is the monthly innovation in inflation, , 𝛥𝑑𝑓𝑦, is 

the monthly innovation in the default spread, 𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑠, is the monthly innovation in the term spread, 𝛥𝑟𝑓, is 

the monthly innovation in the risk-free rate, and 𝛥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡, is the monthly innovation in the investor sentiment 

index of Baker and Wurgler (2006). We include a contemporaneous and lagged regressor for every variable. 

We include dummy variables for the lagged and contemporaneous market return and innovations in 

aggregate liquidity as follows: 𝑑𝑟>0, which is one when the contemporaneous market return is positive and 

zero otherwise. The sample period is from February 1984 to January 2017.  

     
Y = U.S. All Equity Mutual Fund Net Exchanges 

X b T(b) b T(b) 

𝑟𝑚,𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑟>0   0.04 (6.35) 

|𝑟𝑚,𝑡| ∗ 𝑑𝑟<0   -0.05 (-7.83) 

𝑟𝑚,𝑡−1 ∗ 𝑑𝑟>0   -0.01 (-0.94) 

|𝑟𝑚,𝑡−1| ∗ 𝑑𝑟<0   -0.01 (-2.07) 

     

𝛥𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑡 0.05 (1.02) 0.06 (1.37) 

𝛥𝑑𝑓𝑦𝑡  -0.09 (-0.49) 0.27 (1.73) 

𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑠𝑡 0.01 (1.86) 0.01 (3.52) 

𝛥𝑟𝑓𝑡 -0.51 (-1.38) -0.51 (-1.62) 

𝛥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 0.00 (-0.91) 0.00 (0.44) 

𝛥𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑡  0.01 (4.79) 0.00 (0.95) 

𝛥𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑡−1 -0.01 (-0.19) 0.04 (0.90) 

𝛥𝑑𝑓𝑦𝑡−1 0.16 (0.96) 0.23 (1.62) 

𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑠𝑡−1 0.00 (0.83) 0.00 (0.87) 

𝛥𝑟𝑓𝑡−1 0.67 (1.81) 0.66 (2.13) 

𝛥𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 0.00 (1.09) 0.00 (1.63) 

𝛥𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑡−1 0.01 (1.82) 0.00 (0.08) 
     

     
𝑅2 0.093  0.378  

𝑁 396  396  
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Table 11: Mispricing and Left-tail Momentum 

This table reports average Value-at-Risk levels and changes during different market states for portfolios 

formed by sorting firms conditionally on the mispricing measure and IVOL. We focus on the most recent 

annual Value-at-Risk measure at the 1% and 5% (VaR1 and VaR5) threshold following Altigan, Bali et al. 

(2020). Portfolios are conditionally sorted as in Table 4. We report monthly value weighted portfolio 

averages, breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A reports average value weighted VaR1 

levels for the full sample. Panel B (Panel C) reports average changes in VaR1 levels in periods during a 

positive (negative) monthly market excess return. Panel D reports the average frequency of positive, 

negative and zero changes in VaR1 and Var5 for the full sample and during periods of positive and negative 

market excess return. Panel E reports the loading of each portfolio change in VaR1 on the market portfolio 

return, the exact regression specification is detailed in the paper. We report both the equal and value 

weighted frequencies of the VaR changes. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-

statistics (in parentheses). The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017.  

 Panel A: VaR1 Levels  
   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 8.41 7.36 6.81 6.37 5.94 2.47 
(Top 20%)      (18.13) 
Next 20% 6.81 5.92 5.55 5.16 4.90 1.91 

      (15.53) 
Next 20% 5.78 5.12 4.84 4.58 4.35 1.44 

      (12.50) 
Next 20% 4.96 4.51 4.29 4.08 3.93 1.03 

      (8.16) 
Lowest IVOL 4.02 3.69 3.57 3.51 3.45 0.57 
(Bottom 20%)      (7.11) 

Highest IVOL - 4.39 3.68 3.25 2.86 2.49  
Lowest IVOL (38.23) (37.06) (35.27) (40.10) (39.56)  

       

 Panel B: Δ VaR1 During Market Price Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡 > 0  

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.12 -0.03 
(Top 20%) (3.65) (3.10) (3.35) (4.36) (6.64) (-1.83) 
Next 20% -0.06 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.05 

 (-2.63) (-2.28) (-1.99) (-1.10) (-0.57) (-4.02) 
Next 20% -0.07 -0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 

 (-2.94) (-3.36) (-3.60) (-2.85) (-3.01) (-1.78) 
Next 20% -0.09 -0.07 -0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.04 

 (-4.35) (-4.32) (-4.76) (-4.16) (-3.86) (-2.96) 
Lowest IVOL -0.09 -0.07 -0.08 -0.08 -0.06 -0.02 
(Bottom 20%) (-5.24) (-5.79) (-6.06) (-5.58) (-4.89) (-2.21) 

Highest IVOL - 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.19  
Lowest IVOL (11.13) (9.01) (10.09) (13.38) (13.64)  
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 Panel C: Δ VaR1 During Market Price Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡 < 0  

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.38 0.33 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.10 
(Top 20%) (6.27) (6.36) (5.96) (7.79) (7.86) (2.38) 
Next 20% 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.00 

 (2.94) (3.48) (3.69) (3.87) (4.33) (0.02) 
Next 20% 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.07 -0.01 

 (1.80) (1.46) (2.07) (2.16) (2.77) (-0.96) 
Next 20% 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 

 (0.98) (0.49) (0.72) (1.43) (1.14) (0.30) 
Lowest IVOL -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 
(Bottom 20%) (-0.49) (-1.35) (-1.10) (-0.93) (-0.31) (-0.53) 

Highest IVOL - 0.40 0.35 0.31 0.30 0.29  
Lowest IVOL (9.86) (8.85) (8.00) (11.73) (11.86)  

       

Panel D: Changes in VaR Measures 
   
 Frequency Value Weighted Frequency  
 ΔVaR1<0 ΔVaR1>0 ΔVaR1=0 ΔVaR1<0 ΔVaR1>0 ΔVaR1=0 

Full 0.19 0.17 0.64 0.19 0.18 0.63 
𝑟𝑚,𝑡 > 0 0.19 0.14 0.67 0.19 0.13 0.67 
𝑟𝑚,𝑡 < 0 0.18 0.23 0.59 0.18 0.24 0.57 

       
 Frequency Value Weighted Frequency  
 ΔVaR5<0 ΔVaR5>0 ΔVaR5=0 ΔVaR5<0 ΔVaR5>0 ΔVaR5=0 

Full 0.36 0.34 0.30 0.36 0.35 0.28 
𝑟𝑚,𝑡 > 0 0.39 0.29 0.33 0.40 0.29 0.31 
𝑟𝑚,𝑡 < 0 0.32 0.41 0.27 0.31 0.45 0.24 

       

Panel D: ΔVaR1 Loadings on The Market Return 
   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 
(Top 20%) (-4.64) (-4.63) (-3.82) (-3.96) (-3.04) (-4.08) 
Next 20% -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 

 (-3.97) (-3.82) (-4.30) (-3.07) (-3.49) (-3.82) 
Next 20% -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 

 (-3.27) (-3.10) (-3.43) (-3.10) (-3.53) (-3.90) 
Next 20% -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 

 (-3.79) (-3.44) (-3.50) (-3.39) (-2.72) (-3.15) 
Lowest IVOL -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
(Bottom 20%) (-2.93) (-2.99) (-3.85) (-2.75) (-3.23) (-3.30) 

Highest IVOL - -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01  
Lowest IVOL (-4.05) (-3.70) (-3.47) (-3.40) (-3.30)  
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Table 12: Long-term Dynamics of Most Overpriced-Highest IVOL Firms 

This table reports the average monthly excess-return, risk-adjusted return, mispricing score, and IVOL for 

months following a market depreciation for the double sorted portfolio in Table 4 which contains the most 

overpriced-highest IVOL firms. Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model 

of Fama-French (2020) with momentum included. We report the one month ahead average, the average for 

months t+2 to t+12 ahead, as well as the average for months t+13 to t+60 ahead. Statistical significance is 

assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). The sample period is from August 1965 to 

January 2017. 

     
 Excess-

Return 
Alpha Mispricing 

Score 
IVOL 

     
t+1 -2.36 -1.51 68.46 3.38 

 (-4.01) (-6.98)   
     

t+2:t+12 -0.39 -0.66 69.64 2.59 
 (-0.61) (-2.77)   
     

t+13:t+60 0.17 -0.31 68.15 2.23 
 (0.33) (-1.24)   
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Table 13: Anomalies Formed with Fama-French Methodology 

We report results on factors formed on anomalies using FF methodology. BETA, for example, is constructed as the unconditional 

intersection of six value weighted portfolios formed on ME and beta. The ME breakpoint is the median NYSE market equity. The 

BETA breakpoints are the 30th and 70th NYSE percentile. Firms are assigned to one of six portfolios based on these breakpoints. 

Portfolios are formed monthly and value weighted. The Long Leg of BETA is the average return of the two low BETA portfolios, the 

Short Leg is the average return of the two high BETA portfolios. Accordingly, the Long-Short portfolio represents the difference 

between the Long-Leg and Short-Leg, i.e., a net-zero cost tradeable factor portfolio. All factors are set up such that they have positive 

alphas, except for correlation, COR, to remain consistent with the Betting-Against-Correlation factor of Asness et al. (2020). Panel A 

reports mean risk-adjusted returns. Panel B (Panel C) reports mean risk-adjusted returns in periods following a positive (negative) 

monthly market return. Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included. For factors included in the risk model we compute alphas omitting the factor from the model. For instance, 

when computing BM alpha, the CS model we use omits BM. Panel D reports the loading of each portfolios risk-adjusted return on the 

most overpriced-highest IVOL portfolios risk-adjusted return, the exact regression specification is detailed in the text. Statistical 

significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017. 

 Panel A: Full Sample Alphas  
   
 Long-Short T(LS) Long Leg T(L) Short Leg T(S) 

BETA 0.09 (0.70) 0.03 (0.39) -0.06 (-0.95) 
ME 0.20 (2.65) 0.10 (2.60) -0.10 (-2.69) 
BM 0.18 (1.95) 0.10 (1.69) -0.09 (-2.13) 
OP 0.29 (4.35) 0.12 (4.07) -0.17 (-4.04) 
INV 0.16 (2.84) 0.05 (1.81) -0.11 (-3.24) 
MOM 0.48 (3.37) 0.25 (3.81) -0.22 (-2.70) 
STR 0.67 (6.79) 0.35 (6.10) -0.32 (-6.49) 
COR -0.10 (-0.99) -0.05 (-0.86) 0.05 (1.04) 
VOL 0.05 (0.30) -0.01 (-0.08) -0.05 (-0.59) 
IVOL 0.11 (0.98) 0.01 (0.15) -0.10 (-1.52) 
MAX 0.31 (2.75) 0.15 (2.90) -0.16 (-2.46) 
MAX1 0.05 (0.33) 0.00 (0.03) -0.05 (-0.55) 
ILLIQ 0.29 (2.14) 0.07 (0.72) -0.22 (-3.27) 
VaR1 0.04 (0.31) -0.02 (-0.26) -0.06 (-0.77) 
MISP 0.39 (5.45) 0.15 (4.93) -0.24 (-5.20) 

       

 Panel B: Alphas After Market Price Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0  

   
 Long-Short T(LS) Long Leg T(L) Short Leg T(S) 

BETA -0.12 (-0.79) -0.10 (-1.22) 0.02 (0.29) 
ME 0.47 (4.86) 0.23 (4.85) -0.24 (-4.86) 
BM 0.17 (1.55) 0.10 (1.55) -0.07 (-1.40) 
OP 0.29 (3.60) 0.15 (4.33) -0.14 (-2.62) 
INV 0.13 (2.12) 0.07 (1.99) -0.06 (-1.76) 
MOM 0.31 (1.64) 0.19 (2.17) -0.12 (-1.07) 
STR 0.78 (6.04) 0.40 (5.66) -0.38 (-5.68) 
COR -0.18 (-1.36) -0.12 (-1.60) 0.06 (0.95) 
VOL -0.28 (-1.60) -0.16 (-1.93) 0.12 (1.23) 
IVOL -0.06 (-0.46) -0.07 (-1.07) 0.00 (-0.06) 
MAX 0.18 (1.30) 0.09 (1.40) -0.09 (-1.11) 
MAX1 -0.26 (-1.47) -0.15 (-1.87) 0.11 (1.05) 
ILLIQ 0.17 (0.91) -0.02 (-0.13) -0.19 (-2.29) 
VaR1 -0.24 (-1.47) -0.16 (-2.05) 0.08 (0.87) 
MISP 0.28 (2.94) 0.09 (2.24) -0.19 (-3.17) 
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 Panel C: Alphas After Market Price Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0  

   
 Long-Short T(LS) Long Leg T(L) Short Leg T(S) 

BETA 0.38 (2.17) 0.20 (2.24) -0.18 (-1.90) 
ME -0.18 (-1.59) -0.09 (-1.63) 0.09 (1.54) 
BM 0.20 (1.44) 0.09 (1.03) -0.11 (-1.85) 
OP 0.29 (3.09) 0.07 (1.61) -0.22 (-3.91) 
INV 0.20 (2.21) 0.03 (0.64) -0.17 (-3.13) 
MOM 0.71 (3.81) 0.34 (3.78) -0.37 (-3.43) 
STR 0.52 (3.04) 0.27 (2.75) -0.24 (-3.03) 
COR 0.00 (0.03) 0.04 (0.53) 0.04 (0.50) 
VOL 0.50 (2.32) 0.21 (2.09) -0.30 (-2.32) 
IVOL 0.35 (2.10) 0.11 (1.45) -0.24 (-2.40) 
MAX 0.50 (2.75) 0.23 (2.92) -0.27 (-2.47) 
MAX1 0.47 (2.20) 0.21 (2.15) -0.26 (-2.06) 
ILLIQ 0.46 (2.34) 0.21 (1.38) -0.25 (-2.35) 
VaR1 0.44 (2.18) 0.18 (1.92) -0.26 (-2.25) 
MISP 0.54 (5.11) 0.23 (4.85) -0.31 (-4.57) 

       

Panel D: Anomaly Betas on Most Overpriced Highest IVOL Portfolio Alpha 
   
 Long-Short T(LS) Long Leg T(L) Short Leg T(S) 

BETA -0.32 (-5.38) -0.15 (-4.82) 0.18 (5.47) 
ME 0.12 (3.89) 0.06 (3.74) -0.06 (-4.04) 
BM -0.04 (-1.07) -0.02 (-0.84) 0.02 (1.27) 
OP -0.07 (-2.69) -0.02 (-1.29) 0.06 (3.50) 
INV -0.01 (-0.21) 0.02 (1.40) 0.02 (1.88) 
MOM -0.18 (-2.45) -0.04 (-0.99) 0.14 (3.69) 
STR 0.15 (3.32) 0.13 (5.79) -0.02 (-0.85) 
COR -0.17 (-3.28) -0.09 (-3.57) 0.08 (2.65) 
VOL -0.48 (-6.14) -0.20 (-6.12) 0.27 (5.97) 
IVOL -0.42 (-7.56) -0.17 (-7.03) 0.25 (6.99) 
MAX -0.35 (-5.52) -0.15 (-5.46) 0.20 (5.38) 
MAX1 -0.44 (-5.52) -0.19 (-5.59) 0.25 (5.28) 
ILLIQ 0.19 (3.22) 0.07 (1.88) -0.11 (-4.12) 
VaR1 -0.45 (-6.69) -0.19 (-6.12) 0.26 (6.75) 
MISP -0.18 (-4.84) -0.06 (-4.69) 0.12 (4.69) 
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Table 14: Alternative Time-Series Factor Model 

This table reports average risk-adjusted returns for portfolios formed by sorting firms conditionally on the 

mispricing measure and IVOL. First, firms are sorted by mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock 

universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 

5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We report monthly value weighted portfolio averages, 

breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A reports average risk-adjusted returns. Panel B 

(Panel C) reports average risk-adjusted returns in periods following a positive (negative) monthly market 

excess return. Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the time-series factor model of Fama-French (2015) 

with momentum included (FF6). Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in 

parentheses). The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: FF6 Risk-Adjusted Returns 
       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.82 -0.26 -0.02 0.11 0.31 -1.13 
(Top 20%) (-6.35) (-2.19) (-0.21) (0.92) (2.95) (-7.01) 
Next 20% -0.06 0.00 -0.01 -0.06 0.33 -0.40 

 (-0.53) (-0.05) (-0.12) (-0.62) (3.24) (-2.73) 
Next 20% -0.29 -0.19 0.10 -0.04 -0.04 -0.25 

 (-2.59) (-2.20) (1.27) (-0.59) (-0.39) (-1.61) 
Next 20% -0.30 -0.06 -0.10 0.13 0.03 -0.33 

 (-3.16) (-0.65) (-1.36) (1.56) (0.34) (-2.73) 
Lowest IVOL 0.01 -0.08 0.06 -0.13 -0.22 0.23 
(Bottom 20%) (0.06) (-1.08) (0.83) (-1.84) (-3.07) (1.92) 

Highest IVOL - -0.82 -0.18 -0.09 0.24 0.53  
Lowest IVOL (-4.70) (-1.21) (-0.59) (1.69) (4.07)  

       

Panel B: FF6 Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.54 -0.26 -0.02 0.13 0.25 -0.79 
(Top 20%) (-3.50) (-1.61) (-0.15) (1.04) (1.79) (-4.22) 
Next 20% -0.01 -0.12 -0.09 -0.11 0.15 -0.16 

 (-0.05) (-0.89) (-0.68) (-0.85) (1.23) (-0.89) 
Next 20% -0.27 -0.21 0.08 -0.05 -0.12 -0.15 

 (-2.07) (-2.01) (0.78) (-0.51) (-1.04) (-0.86) 
Next 20% -0.28 -0.09 -0.05 0.03 -0.14 -0.14 

 (-2.56) (-0.82) (-0.53) (0.26) (-1.50) (-0.91) 
Lowest IVOL 0.11 -0.11 0.12 -0.05 -0.26 0.37 
(Bottom 20%) (0.86) (-1.07) (1.13) (-0.54) (-2.78) (2.28) 

Highest IVOL - -0.65 -0.14 -0.14 0.18 0.51  
Lowest IVOL (-3.02) (-0.71) (-0.73) (1.12) (2.70)  
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Panel C: FF6 Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 

       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -1.20 -0.27 -0.03 0.07 0.40 -1.60 
(Top 20%) (-5.89) (-1.61) (-0.15) (0.37) (2.45) (-6.35) 
Next 20% -0.14 0.16 0.10 0.00 0.58 -0.72 

 (-0.77) (1.01) (0.64) (0.00) (3.40) (-3.03) 
Next 20% -0.31 -0.16 0.13 -0.03 0.07 -0.38 

 (-1.73) (-1.12) (1.01) (-0.27) (0.47) (-1.55) 
Next 20% -0.33 -0.01 -0.18 0.27 0.26 -0.59 

 (-1.96) (-0.08) (-1.44) (2.05) (2.06) (-3.12) 
Lowest IVOL -0.14 -0.04 -0.01 -0.24 -0.17 0.04 
(Bottom 20%) (-0.81) (-0.28) (-0.09) (-2.43) (-1.42) (0.19) 

Highest IVOL - -1.06 -0.23 -0.01 0.31 0.57  
Lowest IVOL (-3.76) (-1.10) (-0.06) (1.42) (2.85)  
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Table 15: Mispricing and Arbitrage After Low Sentiment 

This table reports average risk-adjusted returns for portfolios formed by sorting firms conditionally on the 

mispricing measure and IVOL following periods of low investor sentiment. First, firms are sorted by 

mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are 

sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We use the 

investor sentiment index of Baker and Wurgler (2006), low periods of sentiment are identified as periods 

lower than the full sample median of the index.  We report monthly value weighted portfolio averages, 

breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A reports average risk-adjusted returns following 

low sentiment periods. Panel B (Panel C) reports average risk-adjusted returns in periods that are: 

following a positive (negative) monthly market excess return and following a low sentiment period. Risk-

adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in 

parentheses). The sample period is from September 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Low Sentiment 
 

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 < 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡] 
       

N=310 Most 
Overpriced 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.59 -0.27 -0.15 -0.18 0.01 -0.60 
(Top 20%) (-2.93) (-1.66) (-1.07) (-1.13) (0.06) (-2.49) 
Next 20% 0.19 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.15 0.04 

 (1.24) (0.18) (0.57) (0.74) (1.12) (0.19) 
Next 20% -0.24 -0.15 0.20 -0.01 0.09 -0.33 

 (-1.50) (-1.20) (1.71) (-0.13) (0.75) (-1.59) 
Next 20% -0.31 -0.14 -0.09 0.27 0.07 -0.38 

 (-2.61) (-1.13) (-0.96) (2.60) (0.70) (-2.36) 
Lowest IVOL -0.13 0.02 -0.02 0.05 -0.13 0.00 
(Bottom 20%) (-1.09) (0.18) (-0.18) (0.54) (-1.30) (0.02) 

Highest IVOL - -0.47 -0.29 -0.13 -0.23 0.14  
Lowest IVOL (-1.97) (-1.43) (-0.69) (-1.17) (0.67)  
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Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Low Sentiment and Market Appreciation 
 

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 and 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 < 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡]  

   
N=178 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.13 -0.15 0.10 -0.09 0.09 -0.22 
(Top 20%) (-0.47) (-0.77) (0.53) (-0.54) (0.44) (-0.68) 
Next 20% 0.32 0.10 -0.03 0.06 0.05 0.27 

 (1.63) (0.68) (-0.17) (0.33) (0.33) (0.94) 
Next 20% -0.16 -0.27 0.16 -0.17 -0.05 -0.11 

 (-0.86) (-1.94) (1.14) (-1.14) (-0.36) (-0.49) 
Next 20% -0.57 -0.43 -0.08 0.20 -0.02 -0.55 

 (-3.44) (-2.62) (-0.72) (1.57) (-0.13) (-2.24) 
Lowest IVOL -0.27 -0.11 0.06 0.01 -0.13 -0.14 
(Bottom 20%) (-1.47) (-0.73) (0.47) (0.10) (-1.01) (-0.69) 

Highest IVOL - 0.14 -0.04 0.03 -0.11 0.22  
Lowest IVOL (0.46) (-0.14) (0.14) (-0.47) (0.77)  

 

Panel C: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Low Sentiment and Market Depreciation 
 

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 and 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 < 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡] 

       
N=132 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -1.21 -0.43 -0.49 -0.29 -0.10 -1.11 
(Top 20%) (-4.16) (-1.89) (-2.35) (-1.26) (-0.49) (-2.93) 
Next 20% 0.01 -0.09 0.21 0.15 0.28 -0.27 

 (0.04) (-0.49) (1.20) (0.75) (1.29) (-0.87) 
Next 20% -0.35 0.00 0.25 0.20 0.27 -0.62 

 (-1.40) (0.01) (1.54) (1.23) (1.39) (-1.91) 
Next 20% 0.04 0.24 -0.10 0.37 0.18 -0.14 

 (0.19) (1.23) (-0.67) (2.03) (1.25) (-0.55) 
Lowest IVOL 0.07 0.20 -0.13 0.10 -0.13 0.20 
(Bottom 20%) (0.31) (1.22) (-0.60) (0.75) (-0.82) (0.71) 

Highest IVOL - -1.28 -0.63 -0.36 -0.39 0.03  
Lowest IVOL (-3.14) (-2.21) (-1.10) (-1.35) (0.15)  
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Table 16: Mispricing and Arbitrage After High Sentiment 

This table reports average risk-adjusted returns for portfolios formed by sorting firms conditionally on the 

mispricing measure and IVOL following periods of high investor sentiment. First, firms are sorted by 

mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are 

sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We use the 

investor sentiment index of Baker and Wurgler (2006), high periods of sentiment are identified as periods 

higher than the full sample median of the index.  We report monthly value weighted portfolio averages, 

breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A reports average risk-adjusted returns following 

high sentiment periods. Panel B (Panel C) reports average risk-adjusted returns in periods that are: 

following a positive (negative) monthly market excess return and following a high sentiment period. Risk-

adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in 

parentheses). The sample period is from September 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns After High Sentiment 
 

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 > 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡] 
       

N=307 Most 
Overpriced 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.94 -0.48 -0.38 -0.20 0.06 -1.00 
(Top 20%) (-5.09) (-2.31) (-2.21) (-0.90) (0.32) (-4.63) 
Next 20% -0.28 -0.07 -0.09 -0.21 0.28 -0.56 

 (-1.67) (-0.39) (-0.80) (-1.67) (2.50) (-2.88) 
Next 20% -0.20 -0.10 0.06 0.21 -0.05 -0.15 

 (-1.76) (-0.75) (0.51) (1.92) (-0.38) (-0.88) 
Next 20% -0.03 0.27 0.07 0.23 0.18 -0.21 

 (-0.22) (2.29) (0.66) (2.09) (1.37) (-1.18) 
Lowest IVOL 0.16 0.06 0.18 -0.07 0.05 0.10 
(Bottom 20%) (1.05) (0.53) (1.59) (-0.69) (0.53) (0.60) 

Highest IVOL - -1.10 -0.54 -0.56 -0.14 0.00  
Lowest IVOL (-4.04) (-1.94) (-2.29) (-0.57) (0.00)  
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Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns After High Sentiment and Market Appreciation 
 

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 and 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 > 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡]  

   
N=181 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.40 -0.20 -0.32 0.10 -0.06 -0.34 
(Top 20%) (-1.84) (-0.77) (-1.59) (0.48) (-0.28) (-1.39) 
Next 20% -0.13 -0.27 -0.09 -0.16 0.15 -0.28 

 (-0.77) (-1.34) (-0.59) (-0.96) (1.03) (-1.25) 
Next 20% -0.17 -0.18 -0.04 0.27 -0.08 -0.09 

 (-1.02) (-1.11) (-0.27) (1.98) (-0.45) (-0.41) 
Next 20% 0.11 0.23 0.10 0.06 -0.23 0.34 

 (0.77) (1.44) (0.77) (0.50) (-1.73) (1.80) 
Lowest IVOL 0.23 -0.05 0.06 -0.02 -0.08 0.32 
(Bottom 20%) (1.21) (-0.30) (0.40) (-0.17) (-0.63) (1.30) 

Highest IVOL - -0.63 -0.15 -0.38 0.12 0.03  
Lowest IVOL (-1.96) (-0.47) (-1.24) (0.46) (0.10)  

 

Panel C: Risk-Adjusted Returns After High Sentiment and Market Depreciation 
 

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 and 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 > 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡] 

       
N=126 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -1.73 -0.88 -0.48 -0.63 0.22 -1.95 
(Top 20%) (-6.24) (-3.05) (-1.65) (-1.73) (0.74) (-5.08) 
Next 20% -0.49 0.22 -0.09 -0.29 0.47 -0.96 

 (-1.98) (0.82) (-0.50) (-1.40) (2.34) (-2.97) 
Next 20% -0.24 0.01 0.20 0.12 -0.01 -0.23 

 (-1.16) (0.03) (1.08) (0.60) (-0.05) (-0.75) 
Next 20% -0.24 0.33 0.02 0.48 0.76 -1.00 

 (-1.00) (1.76) (0.11) (2.67) (3.61) (-3.22) 
Lowest IVOL 0.05 0.22 0.34 -0.13 0.25 -0.20 
(Bottom 20%) (0.25) (0.97) (2.05) (-0.83) (1.55) (-0.87) 

Highest IVOL - -1.78 -1.10 -0.82 -0.50 -0.04  
Lowest IVOL (-4.51) (-2.50) (-2.17) (-1.33) (-0.10)  
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Table 17: Independently Sorting Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk 

This table reports average risk-adjusted returns for portfolios formed by sorting firms conditionally on the 

mispricing measure and IVOL. Firms are sorted independently into mispricing and IVOL quintiles within 

the entire stock universe. Next, we use the intersection of firms from the two quintile sorts to create a 5x5 

grid of unconditionally sorted portfolios. We report monthly value weighted portfolio averages, 

breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A reports average risk-adjusted returns. Panel B 

(Panel C) reports average risk-adjusted returns in periods following a positive (negative) monthly market 

excess return. Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French 

(2020) with momentum included. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics 

(in parentheses). The sample period is from September 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns 
       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.59 -0.09 -0.16 0.01 -0.03 -0.56 
(Top 20%) (-4.96) (-0.88) (-1.56) (0.07) (-0.27) (-2.86) 
Next 20% -0.37 -0.02 -0.08 0.03 0.06 -0.43 

 (-3.01) (-0.26) (-0.86) (0.31) (0.62) (-2.45) 
Next 20% -0.20 -0.03 0.12 -0.04 0.09 -0.29 

 (-1.81) (-0.30) (1.60) (-0.64) (1.19) (-1.94) 
Next 20% -0.26 -0.07 0.04 0.28 0.01 -0.27 

 (-1.77) (-0.70) (0.61) (3.71) (0.18) (-1.64) 
Lowest IVOL 0.03 0.19 0.03 0.15 0.02 0.01 
(Bottom 20%) (0.17) (2.24) (0.34) (1.81) (0.28) (0.04) 

Highest IVOL - -0.62 -0.28 -0.19 -0.14 -0.05  
Lowest IVOL (-3.56) (-2.00) (-1.27) (-1.19) (-0.42)  

       

Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.19 -0.01 -0.13 -0.02 -0.13 -0.06 
(Top 20%) (-1.44) (-0.06) (-1.14) (-0.15) (-0.83) (-0.30) 
Next 20% -0.19 -0.07 -0.16 -0.18 -0.06 -0.13 

 (-1.31) (-0.53) (-1.36) (-1.58) (-0.50) (-0.65) 
Next 20% -0.09 -0.07 0.07 -0.02 0.11 -0.20 

 (-0.66) (-0.60) (0.68) (-0.25) (1.13) (-1.08) 
Next 20% -0.09 -0.04 0.01 0.18 0.00 -0.09 

 (-0.55) (-0.34) (0.14) (2.16) (-0.03) (-0.46) 
Lowest IVOL 0.06 0.14 -0.10 -0.09 -0.04 0.09 
(Bottom 20%) (0.32) (1.14) (-0.79) (-0.97) (-0.43) (0.42) 

Highest IVOL - -0.25 -0.14 -0.03 0.08 -0.09  
Lowest IVOL (-1.29) (-0.81) (-0.18) (0.50) (-0.52)  
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Panel C: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 

       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -1.15 -0.21 -0.19 0.04 0.10 -1.25 
(Top 20%) (-6.59) (-1.29) (-1.21) (0.24) (0.56) (-4.27) 
Next 20% -0.63 0.03 0.04 0.32 0.21 -0.84 

 (-3.39) (0.23) (0.23) (2.43) (1.45) (-3.08) 
Next 20% -0.35 0.04 0.19 -0.07 0.06 -0.41 

 (-2.07) (0.26) (1.48) (-0.65) (0.45) (-1.73) 
Next 20% -0.51 -0.11 0.09 0.40 0.03 -0.54 

 (-2.17) (-0.65) (0.78) (3.21) (0.31) (-1.99) 
Lowest IVOL -0.01 0.26 0.21 0.49 0.10 -0.11 
(Bottom 20%) (-0.07) (2.06) (1.55) (3.77) (0.88) (-0.44) 

Highest IVOL - -1.13 -0.47 -0.40 -0.45 0.00  
Lowest IVOL (-4.05) (-2.17) (-1.83) (-2.28) (0.02)  
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Table 18: Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk Following Different Market States (no microcaps) 

This table reports mean risk-adjusted returns following positive and negative market states for portfolios 

formed by sorting firms conditionally on the mispricing measure and IVOL. We omit all firms with a 

market capitalization below the 20th NYSE percentile which we term microcaps. First, firms are sorted on 

mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are 

sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We report 

monthly value weighted portfolio averages, breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A 

(Panel B) reports mean risk-adjusted returns in periods following a positive (negative) market state. Risk-

adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included. Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in 

parentheses). The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.15 -0.16 -0.16 -0.07 0.07 -0.22 
(Top 20%) (-0.79) (-0.95) (-1.14) (-0.52) (0.50) (-1.02) 
Next 20% -0.05 0.01 -0.07 0.02 0.14 -0.19 

 (-0.43) (0.10) (-0.62) (0.13) (1.20) (-1.07) 
Next 20% -0.24 -0.17 0.08 0.07 -0.08 -0.16 

 (-1.97) (-1.51) (0.85) (0.67) (-0.70) (-0.96) 
Next 20% -0.13 -0.04 0.04 0.17 -0.10 -0.03 

 (-1.19) (-0.37) (0.41) (1.71) (-1.02) (-0.20) 
Lowest IVOL -0.11 -0.06 -0.06 0.11 -0.10 -0.01 
(Bottom 20%) (-0.85) (-0.56) (-0.64) (1.22) (-1.00) (-0.05) 

Highest IVOL - -0.04 -0.09 -0.10 -0.18 0.17  
Lowest IVOL (-0.17) (-0.41) (-0.51) (-1.00) (0.87)  

       

Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns After Market Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 

       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -1.25 -0.65 -0.50 -0.52 0.07 -1.33 
(Top 20%) (-6.05) (-3.65) (-2.85) (-2.29) (0.40) (-4.74) 
Next 20% -0.34 0.01 0.13 -0.03 0.30 -0.64 

 (-1.90) (0.04) (1.05) (-0.26) (2.03) (-2.91) 
Next 20% -0.18 0.01 -0.02 0.16 0.13 -0.31 

 (-1.17) (0.07) (-0.15) (1.52) (1.02) (-1.46) 
Next 20% -0.04 0.23 0.05 0.38 0.48 -0.52 

 (-0.28) (1.49) (0.39) (2.95) (3.65) (-2.59) 
Lowest IVOL 0.06 0.29 0.02 -0.04 0.05 0.01 
(Bottom 20%) (0.39) (2.12) (0.16) (-0.37) (0.45) (0.04) 

Highest IVOL - -1.31 -0.94 -0.53 -0.48 0.02  
Lowest IVOL (-4.61) (-3.77) (-2.11) (-2.03) (0.11)  
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Table 19: Mispricing and Arbitrage Risk (Excess-Returns) 

This table reports mean excess-returns for portfolios formed by sorting firms conditionally on the 

mispricing measure and IVOL. First, firms are sorted by mispricing into quintiles within the entire stock 

universe. Next, within each mispricing quintile firms are sorted into quintiles based on IVOL to create a 

5x5 grid of conditionally sorted portfolios. We report monthly value weighted portfolio averages, 

breakpoints are calculated using NYSE firms only. Panel A reports average excess-returns. Panel B (Panel 

C) reports average excess-returns in periods following a positive (negative) monthly market excess return. 

Statistical significance is assessed using Newey–West (1987) t-statistics (in parentheses). The sample period 

is from August 1965 to January 2017.  

Panel A: Excess-Returns 
       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -0.43 0.29 0.57 0.70 0.99 -1.42 
(Top 20%) (-1.15) (0.92) (2.03) (2.50) (4.06) (-6.47) 
Next 20% 0.34 0.56 0.63 0.66 1.03 -0.69 

 (1.10) (2.07) (2.63) (2.72) (5.07) (-3.50) 
Next 20% 0.17 0.46 0.77 0.72 0.71 -0.54 

 (0.60) (1.98) (3.47) (3.49) (3.65) (-2.85) 
Next 20% 0.22 0.54 0.49 0.80 0.76 -0.55 

 (0.93) (2.65) (2.42) (4.28) (4.54) (-3.40) 
Lowest IVOL 0.42 0.44 0.58 0.49 0.46 -0.04 
(Bottom 20%) (1.95) (2.60) (3.36) (2.86) (2.67) (-0.26) 

Highest IVOL - -0.84 -0.15 -0.02 0.21 0.54  
Lowest IVOL (-3.21) (-0.64) (-0.10) (1.04) (2.99)  

       

Panel B: Excess-Returns After Market Appreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 > 0 

   
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL 0.74 1.06 1.23 1.31 1.43 -0.69 
(Top 20%) (2.00) (3.24) (4.19) (4.38) (5.30) (-2.78) 
Next 20% 1.11 1.00 1.03 1.07 1.20 -0.09 

 (3.42) (3.35) (3.69) (3.99) (5.02) (-0.40) 
Next 20% 0.78 0.87 1.14 1.02 0.90 -0.12 

 (2.61) (3.50) (4.82) (4.25) (3.94) (-0.57) 
Next 20% 0.64 0.80 0.85 0.96 0.78 -0.15 

 (2.61) (3.48) (3.97) (4.71) (3.84) (-0.74) 
Lowest IVOL 0.78 0.60 0.81 0.73 0.54 0.23 
(Bottom 20%) (3.38) (3.02) (4.49) (3.82) (2.93) (1.24) 

Highest IVOL - -0.04 0.47 0.42 0.59 0.88  
Lowest IVOL (-0.12) (1.78) (1.60) (2.50) (3.87)  
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Panel C: Excess-Returns After Market Depreciation, [𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]𝑡−1 < 0 

       
 Most 

Overpriced 
Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Next 
20% 

Most 
Underpriced 

Overpriced- 
Underpriced 

Highest IVOL -2.05 -0.78 -0.36 -0.15 0.39 -2.44 
(Top 20%) (-3.62) (-1.57) (-0.80) (-0.33) (0.97) (-7.49) 
Next 20% -0.73 -0.06 0.07 0.08 0.79 -1.53 

 (-1.53) (-0.14) (0.18) (0.20) (2.23) (-5.09) 
Next 20% -0.67 -0.10 0.24 0.30 0.45 -1.12 

 (-1.52) (-0.25) (0.65) (0.86) (1.42) (-3.84) 
Next 20% -0.37 0.19 -0.01 0.59 0.74 -1.10 

 (-0.96) (0.53) (-0.02) (1.81) (2.48) (-4.71) 
Lowest IVOL -0.09 0.22 0.26 0.17 0.33 -0.42 
(Bottom 20%) (-0.24) (0.78) (0.91) (0.59) (1.08) (-1.87) 

Highest IVOL - -1.97 -1.01 -0.62 -0.31 0.05  
Lowest IVOL (-5.03) (-2.72) (-2.01) (-0.98) (0.22)  
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Figure 1: The Market Following Different Market States 

Panel A plots the twenty-year rolling average monthly excess-return of the market portfolio for months 

following a positive or negative market excess-return in month. Panel B reports simple OLS regression 

statistics for a univariate model of the market return on the lagged market return with and without 

economic controls.  The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017 

Panel A: Rolling Means 

 

Panel B: Market Persistence 

     

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]
𝑡

= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]
𝑡−1

+ 𝜀𝑡 

     

 Coefficient SE t-statistic p-value 

𝛽0 0.005** 0.002 2.56 0.011 

𝛽1 0.08* 0.04 1.87 0.061 

     

[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]
𝑡

= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1[𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓]
𝑡−1

+ 𝜆𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 

     

 Coefficient SE t-statistic p-value 

𝛽0 0.005** 0.002 2.57 0.010 

𝛽1 0.07* 0.04 1.71 0.087 
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Figure 2: Quintile Beta Portfolios 

Panel A plots the mean monthly excess-returns (Y-axis) and full sample Capital Asset Pricing Model 

(CAPM) betas (X-axis) for quintile beta-sorted portfolios. Panel B plots the mean monthly risk-adjusted 

returns (Y-axis) and full sample CAPM betas (X-axis) for quintile beta-sorted portfolios. Risk-adjusted 

returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with momentum 

included. The Unconditional SML figures (leftmost in Panel A and Panel B) report the full sample portfolio 

performance averages. The Conditional SML figures (rightmost in Panel A and Panel B) report performance 

averages for months following a positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) monthly market state. The 

sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017. 

Panel A: Excess Returns and Unconditional Betas 

 

Panel B: Risk-Adjusted Returns and Unconditional Betas 
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Figure 3: The Disposition Effect 

This figure demonstrates the disposition effect as in Frazzini (2006). Assume an investor previously 

purchased one share of stock at $1000, the current price is $950. In the next period, with an equal chance, 

the price could go up $50 or down $50. The investor must choose between selling now at $950 to incur a 

loss of $50, or to keep the share for the next period. This figure shows the utility the investor receives now 

under each alternative.    
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Figure 4: Does Underperformance Persist Beyond t+1? 

This figure plots average monthly risk-adjusted returns (Y-axis) months following a market depreciation 

(X-axis) for the double sorted portfolio in Table 4 which contains the most overpriced, highest IVOL firms. 

Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French (2020) with 

momentum included. For ease of comparison, we fit the full sample one-month ahead average risk-

adjusted return along the horizontal axis. The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017. 
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Figure 5: Sub-Sample Results 

This figure plots ten-year rolling average monthly risk-adjusted returns (Y-axis) and throughout the data 

sample (X-axis) for the double sorted portfolio in Table 4 which contains the most overpriced and highest 

IVOL firms. Risk-adjusted returns are calculated using the cross-sectional factor model of Fama-French 

(2020) with momentum included. We report portfolio performance averages for months following a 

positive or negative market excess return. The sample period is from August 1965 to January 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


